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As ecologists and foresters produce an increasing range of probabilistic data,

mathematical techniques that address the fundamental interactions between

stochastic events and spatial landscape features have the potential to provide

valuable decision support in the sustainable management of natural resources.

The heart of this thesis explores two models motivated by pressing environmen-

tal issues: limiting the spread of wildfire and invasive species containment. We

formulate stochastic spatial models in graphs that capture key tradeoffs, and

prove a number of original optimization results. Since even deterministic cases

in highly-restricted graph classes are NP-Hard (that is, they can not efficiently

be solved to optimality), our studies focus on approximation algorithms that

efficiently produce solutions which are provably near-optimal.

Our models also represent natural generalizations of ideas in the optimiza-

tion and computer science literature. In particular, while much recent attention

has been devoted to questions about connecting stochastically chosen sets, our

applications in sustainable planning suggest extensions of deterministic graph-

cutting models; we explore novel problems in stochastic disconnection.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Decision makers in natural resources face complex spatial planning prob-

lems which fall outside the realm of classical results in Operations Research.

While foresters and ecologists model many processes in graphs, classical opti-

mization models in graphs often have inputs that are known in a deterministic

way (or have at most one stochastic feature) and assume that actions taken by

the planner have exactly the intended effect. In contrast, the scientific under-

standing of ecological and environmental systems almost inevitably contains

several elements of uncertainty: scientific data rarely provide deterministic in-

puts, the effect of actions taken by the planner have estimated (not determin-

istic) consequences, and the amount of information about the system changes

over time. In many settings related to ecological processes the interplay be-

tween spatial and stochastic features is fundamental: it cannot be abstracted

away without seriously compromising the relevance of the study. For these rea-

sons, planning problems in the sustainable management of ecological systems

are a natural source of novel and aesthetically-interesting stochastic optimiza-

tion problems in graphs. In addition to expanding the boundary of stochas-

tic optimization, the development of mathematical tools and understanding of

these stochastic spatial problems has the potential to significantly impact actual

practice.

This Introductory Chapter covers the technical chapters in the order they

appear. Chapter 2 describes a graph model for limiting the spread of wildfire

through a mix of preventive and realtime action. Chapter 3 focuses on a model
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for invasive species containment which expands on several ideas from Chapter

2. In both cases, we mention computational hardness and our positive algo-

rithmic approximation results. Last, Chapter 4 describes an earlier project on

the relationship of stochastic and adversarial variants of the Traveling Sales-

man Problem that motivated some of the qualitative questions which shaped

the studies in Chapters 2 and 3.

A dramatic feature of managing forests and natural areas is limiting the

spread of wildfire. Traditionally, the vast majority of wildfire suppression is

conducted once the fire has broken out; the fire is fought aggressively to limit

the duration and spatial extent of the event. A natural consequence of this

aggressive-suppression policy is that flammable material builds up on the land-

scape: dead trees and dry brush (which might usually be burned off in regular

cycles) dangerously collects in forests and wildlands, creating the potential for

fires that spread further and faster. The recent dramatic increase in large and

catastrophic wildfires and ballooning Forest-Service expenditures for wildfire-

fighting (+350% over the last two decades [20]) have motivated a conversa-

tion among foresters (in academic and government agencies) about whether

more sustainable landscape management is possible. In particular, policy initia-

tives proposed consideration of preventative management strategies like small-

scale preventive burns and mechanical underbrush thinning that remove excess

flammable material in advance of the wildfire season. Two approaches aiming

to optimize how limited budgets for such measures could be deployed were

published in the forestry literature [18],[49].

Exploring the placement of preventative fuel reductions seemed mathematically-
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promising for two key reasons. First, the forestry literature showed good con-

sensus around models for wildfire spread, and these models had already been

translated from the continuous world to good (and efficient) approximations on

graphical grids. In particular, this modeling approach was widely distributed

in the US Forest Service through two key decision-support softwares developed

and supported by the Rocky Mountain Forest Research Station: Farsite and

Flammap [17]. Second, foresters were producing probability distributions on

wildfire ignition sites. These distributions were used as input to simulate burn

probabilities in Flammap and also as input to simplified Integer-Programming

models that aimed to optimize the location of preventative fuel treatments [49].

Considering the existing work on preventive fuel removal, we identified two

key challenges. First: take advantage of the valuable probabilistic predictions

about ignition site while simultaneously respecting the spatial continuity of fire

spread through discrete graphical landscapes. Second: create and analyze a

model that captures the appropriate balance and coordination between preven-

tative fuel removals and traditional fire-fighting capabilities that can be imple-

mented once the fire location is known (in both [18] and [49] preventive action

is planned as if no realtime fire-fighting is available to supplement it).

To address these goals we introduced a new family of stochastic optimiza-

tion problems in graphs [44]. The most general version is as follows. Given a

graph in which each node has some value, each edge has some cost, and the

input includes a distribution over ignition nodes in the graph, spend a speci-

fied budget removing edges from the graph (either before the realization of the

ignition node, or afterwards at increased cost), so that the total value of nodes
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not-reachable from the ignition node is maximized. Since foresters care about

making decisions on large and varied landscapes, the computer-science theory

focus on methods whose running times scale polynomially with the instance

size was a natural match for this wildfire application.

A thorough search of the optimization and computer science literature re-

vealed substantial recent interest in the deterministic and single-stage special

cases of our model [27], [15]: protecting a network from a threat by thinning

the network is an attractive concept for many interdiction-type applications (for

example, isolating infections that spread according to social contacts or viruses

in a network of computers). This previous work showed that even these base

cases in simple graph classes are weakly NP-Hard (reducing from the knapsack

problem) [27].

Since this hardness result implies that efficient algorithms to solve the prob-

lem exactly do not exist (assuming P 6= NP), we focused our study on approx-

imation algorithms: efficient algorithms with performance provably-close to the

performance of the optimal solution. Formally, letting OPT denote the value of

an optimal solution:

Definition 1.0.1. An algorithm is an α-approximation if, for every input instance,

the algorithm produces in polynomial time a feasible solution of value at least αOPT .

There is also a useful notion of an algorithm which produces solutions that are

both near-optimal and near-budget balanced:

Definition 1.0.2. Given a budget B, an algorithm is an (α, β)-approximation if, for

every instance, the algorithm produces in polynomial time a feasible solution of value at
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least αOPT , while spending at most βB.

Finally, there is a class of approximation algorithms solve arbitrarily accurately:

Definition 1.0.3. An algorithm is a Polynomial-time Approximation Scheme

(PTAS) if, for any constant ε > 0 the following condition holds: For every input in-

stance, the algorithm produces a feasible solution of value at least (1 − ε)OPT in time

which is polynomial in the instance size, and also polynomial in 1
ε
.

In the simplest base cases, arbitrarily-accurate approximations are possible.

The foundation of these methods are psuedopolynomial-time exact dynamic-

programming algorithms that are converted to efficient schemes by rounding

the input (and bounding the resulting loss in performance). Via a simple reduc-

tion we extend the existing PTAS of [27] in graphs of bounded treewidth for the

deterministic ignition-point case to a PTAS in graphs of bounded treewidth for

the deterministic ignition-set case. Applying some careful partial-enumeration,

we extend to demonstrate a PTAS in trees for the stochastic case in which the

number of scenarios is constant.

As we generalize to more complex cases, we employ an increasingly sophis-

ticated set of approximation techniques to obtain a hierarchy of approximation

results. For the limiting stochastic case in which no realtime action is possi-

ble, we give a (1 − (1 − 1/δ)δ)-approximation algorithm in trees for the case

of probabilistic ignition from a single source (δ is the diameter of the tree, the

asymptotic limit of this approximation guarantee is (1 − 1
e
), or approximately

63%). This result is proved by reducing to the Maximum Coverage subject to

a Knapsack Constraint Problem of Ageev and Sviridenko [1]. For the 2-stage
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stochastic model in which actions may either be taken in advance of the ignition

based on probabilistic information, or after the single ignition point is known at

inflated cost, we give a (1 − (1 − 1/2δ)2δ)-approximation in trees which vio-

lates the budget by a factor of at most 2. Notably, the inflation in the second

stage can vary across scenarios and edges. Our approach here is to solve a nat-

ural linear-programming relaxation with a more complex feasible region than

that considered by Ageev & Sviridenko [1]; we are able to extend their pipage-

rounding analysis to reduce the number of fractional variables: this requires

additional specifications about which pairs of fractional decision variables may

be rounded against each other and a careful treatment of the larger number

of fractional variables that remain at the end of the pipage stage. We explain

how the flexible form of our LP can be used to capture more spreading-process-

specific features through a careful tuning of the input. We also give a 0.387-

approximation which is budget-balanced for the 2-stage stochastic model, and

some results for a k-stage extension.

In some cases we can extend to general graphs with an additional O(log n)

loss in budget-balancedness. All extensions from trees to general graphs em-

ploy the probabilistic capacity-preserving mapping of Räcke in the standard

way (see [15]): approximate the costs of all cuts in the graph by a distribution

over trees, solve a suitably modified instance in each tree, translate solutions

back to the original graph, select the best solution.

For an extension in which fire transmission across edges is probabilistic and

depends on the level of investment in removing the edge (assuming indepen-

dence of edge realizations), we give a (1−1/e)-approximation algorithm in trees
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by proving submodularity of the objective function.

Our multistage and probabilistic-transmission results in trees also hold for

analogous generalizations of the Maximum Coverage with Knapsack Con-

straint problem (MCKP) in which elements may fail independently with proba-

bility that depends on the level at which we invest in them, and the objective is

to maximize the expected weight of the sets which nontrivially intersect the real-

ized elements. For probabilistic element-failure MCKP, our guarantee matches

the asymptotic guarantee for the deterministic element case from Ageev & Sviri-

denko [1].

In addition to our positive algorithmic results, our approach yielded quali-

tative insights. For example: compared to methods that try to solve the preven-

tative and realtime stages independently, the IP-based solution quality begins

to dominate strongly as the variance of the ratio of realtime costs to preventive

costs increases. The qualitative lesson for planners is that coordination between

decisions about prevention and real-time measures becomes increasingly vital

when some options may effectively expire by becoming prohibitively expen-

sive (or impossible) in realtime. No previous literature on preventative fuel re-

moval had attempted to coordinate preventative actions and realtime decisions;

our work identifies important features that determine how and when this co-

ordination is important, and points out that the optimal balance between these

investments is specific to the problem instance (and cannot be determined ex-

ogenously).

Another theme that emerges from Chapter 2 echoes results concerned with
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connecting sets that are chosen stochastically: stochastic fragmentation is much

simpler in trees. In particular, our results always make critical use of tree struc-

ture, and our results in general graphs all rely on a general method of extension

from trees to graphs which requires only that connectedness in the tree trans-

lates directly to connectedness in the graph (this fails to hold for the probabilis-

tic edge-removal case). From a theoretical perspective, though our results in

general graphs resort to logarithmic budget approximation, our strong results

in trees can be seen as partial progress towards more general settings: under-

standing methods in trees is often a first step towards understanding results in

more general graph classes.

In fact, results in trees are also directly relevant to the management of

several ecological systems: trees are used to study invasive-species spread

through stream and river systems. For example, Graeme Cumming’s Nature-

Conservancy-funded report ”Habitat Shape, Species Invasions, and Reserve De-

sign: Insights from simple models” compares the course of simulated invasions

in branching stream systems [14]. Invasions of tree-landscape topologies also

occur in the riparian-vegetation zones bordering river systems. For example,

Tamarisk is an exotic noxious weed that invades such zones, driving out lo-

cal wetland plants; the Colorado Department of Agriculture has suppressed

Tamarisk invasion using the tamarisk leaf beetle, Diorhabda elongata along the

Dolores, Colorado, Yampa and Green Rivers) [13].

Having observed the relative ease of analyzing stochastic fragmentation in

trees (compared with general graphs), and the connection to invasive species

containment, it was natural to consider whether there were additional features
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of planning problems associated with invasive species containment that could

be modeled while retaining theoretical traction.

In speaking with Robert Haight (a Research Forester with the US Forest Ser-

vice) about his work [32], [33] towards a plan for the containment of the Emer-

ald Ash Borer (an invasive beetle that is deadly to all Ash tree species) in the

Minneapolis, St. Paul area, several interesting issues emerged. Foresters are

interested in models with much more explicit timestep evolution; this captures

more information about the expanding shape of the process and allows more

detailed investigation of the advantages of concentrating action and resources

early. Funding and resources to fight invasions may become available gradu-

ally as societal awareness and political consensus form around the advantages

of suppression. A soft constraint on resource availability is that counties may

be averse to spending towards containment efforts which are not within their

boundaries, preferring to reserve these resources for containment efforts once

the invasive species has reached their jurisdiction (a main message of the com-

putational study in [33] is that this strategy is dangerously short-cited: simula-

tion results point to huge increases in damages for currently-unaffected coun-

ties if initial containment efforts are underfunded). Finally, invasive species

containment is an inexact (though sometimes probabilistic) science in many of

its features. There are many documented cases of ”jump events” in which an

invasive species spreads across a barrier intended for containment (sometimes

a zone in which the known host habitat of the invasive species has been re-

moved, sometimes a water feature, etc). Ecologists have started to model these

types of jump events probabilistically [35]. Another stochastic feature explored

in the ecological literature is that introductions of control species (intended to
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inhibit the spread of the invasive species) often fail to establish viable colonies

[43]. The probability of establishment can sometimes be estimated as a function

of the size of the seed colony [43] and may also depend on stochastic weather

conditions [38] and suitability of local habitat for the control species.

In Chapter 3, we begin the theoretical exploration of this second source

of stochasticity (colony-establishment failure) by generalizing Hartnell’s Fire-

fighter Problem [26] which concerns the containment of an infection outbreak

in a graph when the amount of action per time step is limited. During each

time step in the Firefighter Problem all neighbors of an infected node become

infected. The planner has the option to vaccinate k nodes per time step (so that

they will never become infected). In our generalization, vaccination fails with

probability that can depend on both time and location of deployment, and the

resources available in each timestep need not be uniform. Our generalization

gives a very general model that describes some of the key features of containing

the spread of an invasive species through the deployment of biological con-

trol species whose colony-establishment succeeds probabilistically. We address

cases in which the control species also spreads through the landscape at the

same rate as the invasive species, and in which the control species is effective

only at the point of colony establishment. Our spreading case generalizes a ver-

sion of the spreading Firefighter Problem introduced in the social-networking

literature to describe rumor-spreading (and rumor-combatting) in social contact

networks [3].

We give reductions of the spreading case in general graphs and the non-

spreading case in trees to a Maximum-Coverage with-probabilistic-element-
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failure objective (defined in Chapter 2) subject to a partition-matroid constraint.

We exploit the Maximum Coverage property (which is strictly stronger than

submodularity) to two key ends. First, to observe a deterministic (1-1/e)-

approximation for the base case where vaccination (a.k.a. colony establishment)

is perfectly effective and spreading (matching the previous-best randomized ap-

proximation guarantee for that problem from [3]). Secondly, in the probabilistic-

failure case, we can evaluate (in polynomial-time) the objective function value

(which is not necessarily possible if only submodularity holds), such that an

existing algorithm of Calinescu, Chekuri, Pál and Vondrak [11] gives a ran-

domized (1-1/e)-approximation. Our reductions recognize that the partition-

matroid constraint need not be wasted constraining action per time step (this is

captured by making failure-probability a function of time); instead it is used to

greatly expand the descriptive power of the model without losing (almost any)

theoretical traction.

Chapter 3 builds on several key questions of Chapter 2. First: Can prob-

abilistic predictions of ecologists be harnessed by optimization methods to-

wards planning problems? Second: What properties of the objective make these

problems easier in trees, and can these properties be forced in wider classes

of graphs, or through additional model features (e.g. introducing spreading)?

Both Chapters focus on the idea of stochastic disconnection, and look at models

where this disconnection task is accomplished over stages that emphasize trade-

offs between acting early (with greater uncertainty: either in the lack of knowl-

edge about ignition site or in the low likelihood that attempted action will be

successful) and acting later with greater certainty (but once action has become

more expensive, or the spatial extent of the invasion has grown). Essentially, the
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algorithms must identify edge removals (or node vaccinations) that contribute

in a valuable way towards cuts which are useful according to different realiza-

tions of randomness (in ignition point, or in other implemented vaccinations).

Implicitly, the algorithm produces some valuation of edge removals/nodes vac-

cination according to cutting power across many scenarios (weighted according

to distribution). In some sense, at every decision point the algorithm picks a

solution that is versatile across the coming possible realizations (in an average

case sense).

Many of the stochastic-disconnection investigated in Chapters 2 and 3 grew

out of earlier joint work included in Chapter 4 [22]. In particular, though the a

priori Traveling Salesman Problem (which seeks a master ordering that performs

well on average when shortcut to a subset scenario realized from a distribution)

appears to be about a tour of a stochastically-chosen set, the heart of the best

positive result [45] is an argument about stochastic connection (where ordering

is not important). Specifically, the constant approximation of Shmoys and Tal-

war depends on a rent-or-buy idea: when membership of nodes in the scenario

set is realized independently, a set of “bought” connections valuable across sce-

narios (and not too costly) can be accessed by sampling from the distribution. In

this restricted setting (independent occurrence of nodes), a random sample ef-

fectively identifies a versatile and affordable “backbone” for stochastic connec-

tion; this backbone is subsequently augmented to connect the subset realized

from the distribution. This sampling approach cannot be extended to general

distributions; the reason lurks very fundamentally in the adversarial case of the

Traveling Salesman Problem (named the “Universal Traveling Salesman”).
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In Chapter 4 we show that there exist metrics where under this stronger no-

tion of adversarial versatility (that is, where an ordering is only considered as

good as its performance on the subset where it performs the worst), every possi-

ble tour has performance Ω(log n). In particular, given any fixed ordering of the

nodes of the shortest path metric in a Ramanajun graph, we use a probabilistic

argument to prove the existence of a node subset with optimal tour logarithmi-

cally shorter than the performance of the fixed ordering. Our lower bound for

the universal TSP improves on the previous best bound of Hajiaghayi, Klein-

berg, and Leighton, who showed that the competitive ratio of the n × n grid is

Ω( 6
√

log n/ log log n).

Next we show that for a large class of combinatorial optimization problems

that includes TSP, a bound for the universal problem implies a matching bound

on the approximation ratio achievable by deterministic algorithms for the cor-

responding black-box a priori problem (where no assumptions are made about

the form of the distribution and it is observed only through sampling). This the-

orem follows from an information-theoretic argument and provides an explicit

testimonial to the power of randomization: it implies that the approximation ra-

tios guaranteed by several existing randomized algorithms for a priori problems

cannot be matched by deterministic algorithms. As a consequence, our lower

bound of Ω(log n) for the universal TSP implies a matching lower bound for

the black-box a priori TSP. This shows that independence is critical to Shmoys

& Talwar’s O(1)-approximation in the case of independent activation probabil-

ities: no algorithm for the general problem that acts deterministically on the

black-box samples can achieve o(log n)-approximation.
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The work in Chapter 4 raised a number of qualitative questions. When do

there exist partial solutions to stochastic optimization problems that are both

versatile (or cheaply updatable) and affordable? For example, what restrictions

on the space of distributions, the objective form, and the class of graphs are

needed to ensure such existence? These questions are relevant for problems

that are explicitly multistage, but also for problems which are single-stage, but

where such a property can be used analytically to bound constructed-solution

cost. Next, when are such partial solutions efficiently-computable, or when

can provably-good approximations to such partial solutions be computed ef-

ficiently? In proving guarantees, when is the the algorithm’s ability to random-

ize critical and when can good results be obtained via deterministic methods?

Finally, while several works gave approaches to these questions for stochastic

connection (for TSP and other problems): could similar questions be asked and

answered when the goal was not connection, but disconnection? These ideas

shaped the studies described in Chapters 2 and 3.

Each of Chapters 2-4 includes a topic-specific Summary and Introduction

sections that expand substantially on what is covered here in Chapter 1. The

necessary technical definitions to discuss existing prior work and the full range

of our results in depth appear there. Also, the chapters are largely self-

contained: for the most part, they need not be read in sequence.
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CHAPTER 2

APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR FRAGMENTING A GRAPH

AGAINST A STOCHASTICALLY-LOCATED THREAT

The work in this chapter is joint with David Shmoys and appeared in a preliminary

form in the Proceedings of the Workshop on Approximation and Online Algorithms,

2011 [44].

2.1 Summary

Motivated by issues in allocating limited preventative resources to protect a

landscape against the spread of a wildfire from a stochastic ignition point,

we give approximation algorithms for a new family of stochastic optimization

problems. We study several models in which we are given a graph with edge

costs and node values, a budget, and a probabilistic distribution over ignition

nodes: the goal is to find a budget-limited set of edges whose removal protects

the largest expected value from being reachable from a stochastic ignition node.

In particular, 2-stage stochastic models capture the tradeoffs between preven-

tative treatment and real-time response. The resulting stochastic cut problems

are interesting in their own right, and capture a number of related interdiction

problems, both in the domain of computational sustainability, and beyond.

In trees, even the deterministic problem is (weakly) NP hard: we give a

PTAS for the stochastic single-stage case in trees when the number of scenar-
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ios is constant. For the 2-stage stochastic model in trees we give a (1 − 1
e
) <

(1 − (1 − 1/2δ)2δ)-approximation in trees which violates the budget by a fac-

tor of at most 2 (δ is the tree diameter), and a 0.387-approximation that is

budget-balanced. For the single-stage stochastic case in trees we can save

(1− (1−1/δ)δ)OPT without violating the budget. Single-stage results extend to

general graphs with an additional O(log n) loss in budget-balancedness. Mul-

tistage results have a similar extension when the number of scenarios is con-

stant. In an extension of the single-stage model where both ignition and spread

are stochastic we give a (1 − 1
e
)-approximation in trees. Our approximation

guarantees in trees also hold for multistage and probabilistic-element-failure

generalizations of the Maximum Coverage with Knapsack Constraint problem

(MCKP).

2.2 Introduction

Increasing frequency of catastrophically-damaging wildfire events has stimu-

lated interest among foresters and land managers in effective use of preventa-

tive fuel reductions. Traditional fire suppression policy has focused almost ex-

clusively on realtime firefighting (once the fire has broken out), but preventative

fuel reductions such as dead-brush removal, small-scale controlled burns, and

crown raising can be applied in advance to slow or stop the spread of wildfires.

Recent wildfire modeling literature has used historical and scientific informa-

tion to estimate a distribution of wildfire occurrence in which both the ignition

site and the wind direction can vary [18],[49].
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The planning problem of how to allocate limited resources across preventa-

tive and realtime stages, and where to distribute preventative resources using

probabilistic information motivates a natural new family of budgeted stochas-

tic optimization problems that fragment (or cut) a landscape graph to isolate a

stochastically occurring ignition point. A key feature is the tradeoff between

spending preventively when only distributional knowledge is available and

spending at increased cost once a fire has broken out. We explore a number of

model variants motivated by these circumstances. Studying this family of prob-

lems through the lens of efficient approximation, we give constant bicriteria

approximations in trees, and a budget-balanced constant approximation for the

limiting case in which real-time actions become prohibitively expensive. Our

techniques also yield new approximation results for multistage stochastic exten-

sions of the budgeted Maximum Coverage problem. The theme of our models

(protecting a network from the spread of a stochastic outbreak of a harmful dif-

fusive process) has other important environmental applications (e.g., containing

invasive species over land or through water systems).

Results. In trees, the problem is (weakly) NP hard even when there is a sin-

gle ignition point that is known deterministically [27] (the Knapsack Problem

is a special case). An existing PTAS in graphs of bounded treewidth for the

deterministic ignition-point case extends immediately to a PTAS in graphs of

bounded treewidth for the deterministic ignition-set case. Applying some care-

ful partial-enumeration then allows a PTAS in trees for the stochastic case in

which the number of scenarios is constant.
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For the 2-stage stochastic model in which actions may either be taken in

advance of the ignition based on probabilistic information, or after the single ig-

nition point is known at inflated cost, we give a (1−(1−1/2δ)2δ)-approximation

in trees which violates the budget by a factor of at most 2 (δ is the tree diameter).

Notably, the inflation in the second stage can vary across scenarios and edges.

For the limiting stochastic case in which no realtime action is possible, we give

a (1 − (1 − 1/δ)δ)-approximation algorithm in trees for the case of probabilis-

tic ignition from a single source. We also give a 0.387-approximation which is

budget-balanced for the 2-stage stochastic model, and some results for a k-stage

extension. In some cases we can extend to general graphs with an additional

O(log n) loss in budget-balancedness via the probabilistic cut-capacity approxi-

mation result of Räcke [40] as in Engelberg, et al. [15].

For an extension in which transmission on edges is probabilistic and de-

pends on the level of investment in removing the edge (assuming independence

of edge realizations), we give a (1− 1/e)-approximation algorithm in trees.

Our multistage and probabilistic-transmission results in trees also hold for

analogous generalizations of the Maximum Coverage with Knapsack Con-

straint problem (MCKP) in which elements may fail independently with prob-

ability that depends on the level at which we invest in them, and the objective

is to maximize the expected weight of the sets covered by the realized elements.

For probabilistic element-failure MCKP, our guarantee matches the asymptotic

guarantee for the deterministic element case from Ageev & Sviridenko [1].

Related literature. The placement of preventative fuel treatments has been
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addressed in the recent forestry literature. Finney [18] prioritizes spatial fire

spread dynamics, limits probabilistic model components, and aims to reduce

the rate of spread of the head of fire. Wei et al. [49] considers the objective of re-

ducing expected value lost across a grid-cell landscape by reducing burn prob-

abilities (probabilities computed through simulation); however their IP-based

approach is based on a questionable linearity assumption. These approaches

produce divergent solution forms, and it is clear that the development of addi-

tional mathematical tools and techniques that simultaneously address stochastic

and spatial aspects would be useful to decision-makers faced with this impor-

tant planning problem.

The problems we study have ties to the existing computer science litera-

ture. The special case in which the ignition point is known deterministically and

there is a single decision stage has been studied as the Minimum-Size Bounded-

Capacity Cut problem by Hayrapetyan et al. [27]. They show that the problem

is weakly NP-hard in trees by reduction from the Knapsack problem. In gen-

eral graphs they give two different ( 1
1−λ ,

1
λ
) bicriteria-approximations for the (ex-

pected value burned, budget), and they give a PTAS in graphs of bounded tree

width. Engelberg, et al. [15] study a number of budgeted cut problems in graphs

including the weighted Budgeted Separating Multiway Cut Problem (wBSMC),

which the single-stage (aka, no realtime action) stochastic version of our prob-

lem reduces to. They apply Räcke’s probabilistic cut-capacity-preserving ap-

proximation to reduce to the case of trees, then observe submodularity in trees,

and apply [48] to get a ((1−1/e), O(log n)) bicriteria result. Our LP-based result

for the single-stage stochastic version of our problem in trees generalizes to wB-

SMC in trees giving a slightly stronger (1−(1−1/n)n, O(log n)) bicriteria result.
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Techniques. For the deterministic case, a psuedopolynomial-time exact dy-

namic programming method is converted to an efficient scheme by rounding

the input (as in [27]): our extension to general ignition sets is by demonstrating

bounded treewidth of a modified input. For the extension with probabilistic-

edge transmission, proving submodularity in tree graphs allows application of

Sviridenko’s [48] result on budgeted maximization of submodular functions. In

the multistage-stochastic case, we solve a natural LP with a more complex fea-

sible region than that considered by Ageev & Sviridenko [1], but we are able to

extend their pipage-rounding analysis to reduce the number of fractional vari-

ables: this requires additional specifications about which pairs of fractional deci-

sion variables may be rounded against each other and a careful treatment of the

larger number of fractional variables that remain at the end of the pipage stage.

All extensions from trees to general graphs employ the probabilistic capacity-

preserving mapping of Räcke in the standard way (see [15]): approximate the

costs by a distribution over trees, solve a suitably modified instance in each

tree, translate solutions back to the original graph, select the best solution. Our

techniques also yield similar results for stochastic multistage and probabilistic

item-failure extensions of the constrained Maximum Coverage problem.
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The Graph Protection Problem: Summary of Main Results
restricted graph classes general graphs (via Räcke)[40]

2-stage
stochastic, single source trees: (1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ, 2) constant number of scenarios∗⇒

Via pipage rounding. (1− (1− 1/2n)2n, O(logn))
Alternative: (0.387, 1)

stochastic, single source trees: (1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ, 1, 2) constant number of scenarios∗⇒
with (B1, B2) Via pipage rounding. (1− (1− 1/2n)2n, O(logn), O(logn))

k-stage
stochastic, single source trees, restricted partition hierarchy: constant number of scenarios∗

(1− (1− 1/kδ)kδ, 2 + ε) and restricted partition hierarchy⇒
Via pipage rounding. (1− (1− 1/kn)kn, O(logn))

1-stage
stochastic, single source trees: (1− 1/e, 1) open
with probabilistic edges Due to submodularity.

stochastic, single source trees: (1− (1− 1/δ)δ, 1) (1− (1− 1/n)n, O(logn))

Reduce to MCKP, apply [1].

stochastic with trees: (1 + ε, 1) (1 + ε, O(logn))

constant support and
constant source size

deterministic with bounded tree width: (1 + ε, O(logn))

arbitrary source size (1 + ε, 1)

deterministic with bounded tree width: (1 + ε, O(logn)) [27]
single source (1 + ε, 1) [27]
∗ These results require some conditions on the inflation factors. See Section 2.7.

2.3 2-Stage Stochastic Graph Protection Problem in Trees

The spread of wild fires can be prevented both through advance fuel treatments

and through real-time fire-fighting. Our model captures the tradeoff between

using resources in advance vs. waiting until the realization of the ignition point

is known but operations are more costly.

The input is a connected tree T = (V,E), a non-negative value function v :

V → Z, a non-negative cost function c : E → Z, and a budget B. A distribution
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Π over source nodes i is specified. In the first stage Π is known, and it costs ce to

remove edge e from T , in the second phase a realization from Π is specified (say

the source is i), and edge e may be removed from T at cost M iece. That is: edges

purchased in the second stage, once the source is known, have increased cost

by a multiplicative inflation factor that may depend both on the scenario realized

and on the edge.

Figure 2.1: In the leftmost graph two edges have been selected to be re-
moved in the first stage (indicated by dashed lines). Next the
ignition node is realized: this is shown as the larger black node
in the second graph. After the realization of the ignition node
additional edges can be selected to be removed during the sec-
ond stage (third graph). Finally, the fire spreads through the
connected component containing the ignition node (4th graph):
non-ignition nodes which are lost to fire are indicated by cir-
cles.

The total spending on removing edges from T over both phases must be at

most B. The objective is to specify a set of edges to buy in the first stage, and

then a set of edges to buy in the second stage (depending on the realized source

node from Π), such that the expected value not reachable from the realized

source node is maximized. We aim to maximize the expected value protected

from the source. See Figure 2.1. We can contract all edges with costs strictly
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greater than B since they will not be in any optimal solution.

Special Case 0. Consider the limiting case when all second-stage actions are

prohibitively expensive and also Π has support of size 1: this case is the

Minimum-Size Bounded-Capacity Cut problem of Hayrapetyan, et al. [27].

They give a PTAS in graphs of bounded tree width and show that this deter-

ministic problem with a single ignition node is NP-hard in trees.

Suppose in this deterministic single-stage case we replace the single ignition

point s with a ignition set S. Now the objective is to maximize the expected

value protected from every node in S by removing a budget-balanced set of

edges.

Theorem 2.3.1. There exists a PTAS in graphs of bounded tree width for the single-

stage deterministic Graph Protection Problem (GPP) with a general ignition set.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary instance of the single-stage deterministic problem

with a general ignition set in graph G of bounded treewidth. To the graph G,

add a single super-source s with edges of cost 2B to each source in the input.

Give the source nodes value 0. Given an arbitrary tree decomposition of G of

width θ, a valid tree decomposition for the modified input is just same tree with

the node s added to every subset of V (G) corresponding to a node of the tree:

this tree decomposition has width θ+ 1. So the PTAS of [27] runs in polynomial

time on this modified input. Since the PTAS of [27] never buys any of the added

edges (they are too costly) the solution it returns on the modified input is a cost-

B subset of the original E(G) where any node protected from the super-source

in the modified input is protected from every ignition source in the original
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input, and vice versa. Thus the algorithm: modify the input, run the PTAS from

[27] is the PTAS claimed.

The PTAS asserted in Theorem 2.3.1 for trees can also be produced directly

by extending the classic dynamic programming framework for Knapsack. See

Section 2.8.1 in the technical addendum.

Applying [27] with an enumeration scheme over a polynomial number of di-

visions of the tree into source-containing components which can each be modi-

fied to act as a single-source deterministic problem, we get:

Theorem 2.3.2. There exists a PTAS for the stochastic single-stage GPP in trees pro-

vided that the size of the support of the distribution Π and the size of each ignition set

given positive weight by Π are bounded by a constant.

Proof. The algorithm enumerates a large (but polynomial number) of possible

solutions, where each solution is constructed in two phases. In the first phase

a set of edges are removed from the tree to give an initial partition of the tree.

In the second phase the remaining budget is spent removing additional edges

from the tree under the constraint that no two nodes which both act as sources

(under any scenario) and are common to a single partition piece are newly dis-

connected. The algorithm returns the full solution (among those considered)

that protects the most expected value. For any set of initial partitions, this prob-

lem is more constrained than the original problem: showing that the optimal

solution for the original problem is among the solutions considered for this con-

strained problem and giving a PTAS for the constrained problem is sufficient to

get a PTAS for the original problem.
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The algorithm will consider the best solution for each initial partition that

corresponds to removing a set of at most kj − 1 edges from the tree (where k is

the bound on the size of the support of Π and j is the bound on the size of each

ignition set). There are at most (kj − 1)nkj−1 such partitions (this is a bound on

the sum from i = 1 to i = kj − 1 of n choose i). When k and j are constant, this

gives a polynomial number of initial partitions.

For each initial partition the algorithm contracts all source-to-source paths

in each partition-piece (to obtain an acyclic graph with a single super-source in

each connected component). For each resulting connected component, the al-

gorithm runs the Dynamic Programming fptas for deterministic ignition from

the single super-source (with the probability of ignition for a connected com-

ponent’s super-source being the sum of the probabilities of all scenarios which

had a source in the corresponding partition piece) with budget B-(the cost of

the edges defining the initial partition). This gives a list of undominated pairs

for each connected component. By considering every possible combination of

undominated pairs in which one undominated pair is selected from the list of

each connected component’s DP run (where values protected are appropriately

weighted according to the probability that the fire breaks out in that connected

component), the algorithm obtains the best budget-balanced solution for the

fixed initial partition. (Note: since each list has polynomially many entries and

there are at most kj such lists the number of combinations is polynomial).

Comparing the best solutions obtained over all initial partitions, the algo-

rithm chooses the best budget-balanced full solution.

The algorithm described produces a budget-balanced solution in polyno-
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mial time. For each fixed initial partition, the algorithm computes a (1 − ε)-

approximation of the optimal expected value that can be protected by spending

the remaining budget under the constraint of not separating nodes which act

as sources (as a result of considering all combinations of undominated pair lists

where each list is (1 − ε)-optimal). It is thus sufficient to show that the opti-

mal solution is feasible for the constrained problem for some initial partition

considered by the algorithm.

Assume wlog that T is initially connected. Consider the partition in T which

is defined by the optimal solution Y for the original problem (Y is a set of edges

of cost at most B). It has some collection of connected components. Some con-

nected components may not contain any nodes which act as sources under any

scenario. If a component has this property, add edges of T adjacent to the com-

ponent back into the graph one at a time until the component no longer has this

property. Repeat until no source-less components remain. Note that this pro-

cedure does not result in any component mergers in which both components

merging contain a node that acts as a source. If the cost of the edges added back

to the graph by this procedure is b then the cost of the edges that define the

partition we now have is at most B − b. Call the set of edges which define this

partition in the graph X .

Now we have a partition in which each connected component contains at

least one node that acts as a source under some scenario. Thus, there are at most

kj connected components. Each partition of T that has at most kj connected

components can be defined by the removal of at most kj − 1 edges from T .

Thus, one of the initial partitions the algorithm considers will be X .
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Now consider the set of edges Y \ X . No edge in this set is on a source-to-

source path in the partition defined by X (since getting from Y to X involved

no mergers of 2 source-containing components). Thus, Y \X is feasible for the

constrained problem given initial partition X . We conclude that the algorithm

is a PTAS.

Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 can be extended to bicriteria approximations for

general graphs as in Engelberg, et. al [15]: the guarantees on value protected

(expected value protected) are identical (though δ may be as much as n), and

the budget is violated by a O(log n)-factor (applying Räcke’s result [40] on cut-

capacity approximation). We explain more details of this extension to general

graphs in Section 2.7.

Theorem 2.3.3. There exists a bicriteria (1 − (1 − 1
2δ

)2δ, 2)-approximation algorithm

for the 2-stage stochastic Graph Protection Problem in trees provided that each scenario

has a single ignition node (δ denotes the tree diameter).

In general graphs, if there are a constant number of scenarios and some con-

ditions on inflation factors hold, Theorem 2.3.3 can be extended to a (1 − (1 −
1

2n
)2n, O(log n))-bicriteria approximation (the multistage extension requires an

application of the Markov inequality to ensure O(log n)-capacity distortion for

each scenario under the cut-capacity approximation, details in Section 2.7).

The following proof of Theorem 2.3.3 does not require that the node values

are uniform across scenarios, but for notational convenience we will ignore this.

This flexibility (and creative use of scenario-dependent edge costs) allows the

input form to describe spatial properties of certain types of diffusive processes
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so that fragmenting the graph has more subtle process-specific implications for

value protection than is immediately obvious when considering connectivity

(details appear in Section 2.5).

Roughly, the key ideas of the proof follow: the optimal fractional solution to

a natural LP for 2-stage GPP acts as a starting point for a rounding algorithm.

The rounding algorithm (carefully) chooses two fractional variables and rounds

the LP solution along a vector that maintains their weighted sum (in order to

retain feasibility of the budget constraints) while increasing a proxy function

that matches the LP objective on integer points and remains boundedly close

to the LP objective on fractional points. This is repeated until at most a few

fractional variables remain, and the effect of some final required roundings can

be bounded against the value of an initial partial-enumeration phase. Since the

final solution is obtained by a series of increasing steps for the proxy function,

it will have high value compared to the original LP solution (for the correct

partially-enumerated set). A technical point for the analysis is that a series of

such integer solutions must be produced so that the effect of the final required

roundings are small. Some simple alterations of this analysis will also yield

results for single and k-stage versions as well as for a version in which the first

and second stage budgets are specified in the input.
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Proof. (of Theorem 2.3.3) We formulate the following natural LP:

max
∑
(i,v)

(pivv)xiv

s.t.
∑

e∈P (i,v)

ye +
∑

e∈P (i,v)

zie ≥ xiv ∀(i, v)

∑
e

yece +
∑
e

zie(M
iece) ≤ B ∀i

xiv ≤ 1 ∀(i, v)

Here, pi denotes the probability that node i is the ignition point under Π (the

scenario where i is the ignition point is scenario i). In the associated IP, xiv is 1 if

node v is protected in scenario i, and 0 otherwise. Also, ye is 1 if edge e is bought

in the first stage, and 0 otherwise, and zie is 1 if edge e is bought in the second

stage for scenario i, and 0 otherwise. Constraints of the first form capture that if

node v is protected in scenario i then it must be that some edge on the path from

i to v is purchased either in the first stage or in the second stage for scenario i.

Constraints of the second form capture that at mostB can be spent buying edges

in scenario i over the first and second stages combined. Preprocess by setting ye

to 0 if ce > B, and zie to 0 if M iece > B: the optimal solution can not use these

options. Let δ denote the diameter of the tree.

Notice that in this LP, given a set of ye and zie, we can automatically de-

termine the best xiv. Following [1] we rewrite the problem as the following

nonlinear optimization problem:

maxL(x) =
∑
(i,v)

(pivv) min{1,
∑

e∈P (i,v)

ye +
∑

e∈P (i,v)

zie}
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s.t.
∑
e

yece +
∑
e

zie(M
iece) ≤ B ∀i, and xiv ≤ 1 ∀(i, v).

Consider the function: F (x) =
∑
(i,v)

(pivv)
[
1−

( ∏
e∈P (i,v)

(1− ye)
)( ∏

e∈P (i,v)

(1− zie)
)]
.

Lemma 2.3.4. F (x) has the following key properties:

1. F (x) coincides with L(x) when all the ye and zie are integral.

2. On non-integral (ye, zie) vectors, F (x) is at least (1− (1− 1
2δ

)2δ)L(x).

3. F (x) is concave in the direction of a vector that changes at most 2 ye values at a

time and changes no zie′ values. F (x) is concave in the direction of a vector that

changes at most 2 zie values for a common i at a time and changes no ye values,

and changes no zi′e values for i′ 6= i. Based on the budget constraint coefficients

of the changing variables, vectors of this type can be found through appropriate

scaling that maintain all budget constraints.

4. Let Y , Z denote sets corresponding to the ye, zie decision variables being set to 1.

F (X) defined on subsets of Y ∪ Z is a submodular set function.

Properties 1, 2 and 4 hold just as in [1] since the function F (x) has the same

form (though now there is a formal distinction between first and second stage

variables). For property 3: the number of terms in F ’s product which change

for any particular (i, v) is at most 2: concavity results as in [1], but unlike in [1],

not any set of two fractional decision variables will maintain budget feasibility).

Denote by LP[I0, I1] the original LP (post preprocessing) subject to the addi-

tional constraints that decision variables in I1 are set to 1 and decision variables
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in I0 are set to 0. We use an auxiliary algorithm A identical to [1] except for a

key additional point. First,A computes the optimal solution xLP to LP[I0, I1] by

some known polynomial-time algorithm, then A transforms this solution into

xA by a series of pipage steps. Each pipage step is as follows. If there exists only

a single fractional variable among the ye, and for every i there is at most a single

fractional variable among the zie, stop. Otherwise, select either two fractional ye

or two fractional zie for a common i and consider the vector that maintains all

budget constraints as one is increased while the other is decreased: this vector

intersects the boundary of the feasibility polytope at two points. At one point

the first decision variable has become 0 and the second has become 1, at the

other point the second decision variable has become 0 and the first has become

1. Both points are feasible since all budget constraints are maintained, and one

has F (X) at least as great as the previous solution due to the concavity of F

along the vector. We replace the current solution with this higher-F (X) solu-

tion that has a greater number of integral variables.

Each pipage step of A reduces the number of fractional components of the

current vector. Finally A outputs an almost-integral feasible vector xA which has

at most one fractional first-stage variable, and at most one fractional second-

stage variable for each scenario i.

As in [1], this rounding procedure gives F (A) ≥ F (xLP ). Defining J1 =

{(i, v) : i is separated from v by I1}, and from property 2 of the lemma:

F (xLP ) ≥
∑

(i,v)∈J1

pivv +
(

1− (1− 1

2δ
)
)2δ ∑

(i,v)∈J\J1

(pivv) min{1,
∑

e∈P (i,v)

(ye)
LP +

∑
e∈P (i,v)

(zie)
LP }
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Now we prove that this algorithm (see boxed description on the following

page) meets claim of Theorem 2.3.3. First observe that the algorithm spends at

most 2B for scenario i: pipage rounding maintains budget feasibility for every

scenario and the final roundings used to achieve integrality round up at most a

single fractional decision variable per scenario. Our preprocessing guarantees

that this single round up costs at most B in addition to the cost of the fractional

solution returned by A.

Let X∗ be the optimal set of decision variables, let Y ∗ denote the first stage

variables in X∗. If |Y ∗| ≤ 3, then step 0. finds a (1 + ε) approximation to OPT.

So, we address the case when |Y ∗| ≥ 4. W.l.o.g. we can assume that the set

of decision variables is ordered such that Y ∗ = {1, ..., |Y ∗|} and for each i ∈

Y ∗, among the elements {i, ..., |Y ∗|} the element i protects the maximum total

weight of (i, v) pairs which are not already protected by the set {1, ..., i− 1}.

For the iteration in which I1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, let q denote the number of runs of

the while loop. Since each run of the while loop either terminates the iteration

or sets a first stage variable to 0, q is at most n − 4. During the iteration the

algorithm finds a series of q feasible solutions to the LP. Let Ij0 denote I0 in the

jth run of the while loop. The jth feasible solution X̂j has X̂j ∩ Ij0 = ∅ (from the

form of the algorithm). Index the elements of Iq0 in the order that the algorithm

adds them to I0, that is, Ij0 = {i1, ..., ij} where il is the index of the lth first stage

variable added to I0 for this iteration.
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The main algorithm.

0. For each set of at most three ye, set them to 1, then find the PTAS 2nd stage

decision that can be made in each scenario (no additional first stage edges pur-

chased), and evaluate the objective of each such solution. Take the best such

solution and call it q∗.

1. For each I1 ⊆ Y such that |I1| = 4 and
∑

i∈I1 ci ≤ B:

• Set I0 = ∅.

• Set t = 0.

• While t = 0: apply A to LP[I0, I1].

1. If all the xAi (decision variables in either stage) are integral, then set

t to 1 and set x̂ to xAi .

2. Else, if xAi has no fractional ye, then round up any fractional zie, set t

to 1 and set x̂ to xAi with the rounded up second stage variables.

3. Else, if neither of these conditions holds, round down the single frac-

tional ye and round up all fractional zie, set x̂ to xAi with the rounded

variables. Also, add the index of the ye that was rounded down to

I0.

4. If F (x̂) > F (x̄), then set x̄ to x̂. (Since x̂ and x̄ are integral, this chooses

the highest L-value among all the x̂ considered by the algorithm).

Assume first that Iq0 ∩ Y ∗ = ∅. That is, when the iteration terminates, no

first stage variables used by OPT have been forced to 0: OPT is a feasible so-

lution for LP[I1, I
q
0 ]. Since this is the last run of the while loop, it must have

ended in an if statement of one of the first 2 types. In the first case: all the xAi
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(decision variables in either stage) are integral and xAi is the outcome of pipage

rounding of the fractional optimal of LP[I1, I
q
0 ]. In particular: since x̂ is integral,

L(x̂) = F (x̂) = F (xAi ) ≥ F (xLP ). For the second case, rounding up the second-

stage variables only increases the value of F , and after the rounding we have an

integral solution, so L(x̂) = F (x̂) ≥ F (xAi ) ≥ F (xLP ). Either way, the following

inequality derived from property 2 and the fact that OPT is feasible for LP[I1, I
q
0 ]

now give that x̂ is a budget-balanced (1− (1− 1
2δ

)2δ)-approximation:

F (xLP ) ≥
∑

(i,v)∈J1

pivv +
(

1− (1− 1

2δ
)
)2δ ∑

(i,v)∈J\J1

(pivv) min{1,
∑

e∈P (i,v)

(ye)
LP +

∑
e∈P (i,v)

(zie)
LP }

≥
(

1− (1− 1

2δ
)
)2δ

OPT.

Now, assume that Iq0 ∩ Y ∗ 6= ∅. Let Is+1
0 be the first I0 in the series I1

0 , ..., I
q
0

that has nonempty intersection with Y ∗: the sth run of the while loop is the first

run of the while loop for this iteration in which the algorithm adds a first stage

variable from Y ∗ to I0 (call that variable is). The algorithm adds is to I0 after

considering a solution x̂ in which is was the single fractional first stage variable

was rounded down (this is the third type of if statement in the while loop).

We claim that the x̂ that resulted when is was rounded down (and fractional

second stage variables were rounded up) was a (1−(1−1/2δ)2δ)-approximation.

Proving this claim will be establish Theorem 2.3.3.

As in [1], F (X) defined on subsets of Y ∪ Z is a submodular set function.

Thus, we have the diminishing-returns property: for any subsetsR andG of Y ∪Z

and any element i ∈ Y ∪Z, we get F (R ∪ i)− F (R) ≥ F (R ∪G∪ i)− F (R ∪G).

Now, letting h denote a member of Y ∗ which is not in {1, 2, 3, 4}, and letting H
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denote any superset of {1, 2, 3, 4}:

1/4F (I1) = 1/4F (1, 2, 3, 4) = 1/4[F ({1, 2, 3, 4})− F ({1, 2, 3})+

F ({1, 2, 3})− F ({1, 2})+

F ({1, 2})− F ({1})+

F ({1})− F (∅)]

≥ 1/4[F ({1, 2, 3, h})− F ({1, 2, 3})+

F ({1, 2, h})− F ({1, 2})+

F ({1, h})− F ({1})+

F ({h})− F (∅)]

≥ F (H ∪ {h})− F (H).

The first equality results from a collapsing sum where we remove the final

+F (∅) since it is 0 (since the tree is connected and every scenario has a source).

By the labeling of the decision variables in Y ∗: since h is not in {1, 2, 3, 4}, the

additional marginal value h protects beyond what is protected by any prefix of

{1, 2, 3, 4} is at most the additional value that the index which does follow the

prefix protects. Finally, we apply the diminishing-returns property 4 times to

get the final inequality.

Also, as in [1], rounding up a fractional solution produced by A only in-

creases the value of F . Let xA denote the unrounded solution returned by A.

Let I(xA) be the integral positive elements of xA, let {j1, ..., ji} denote the set of

fractional second stage variables in xA, and is denote the fractional first stage

variable in xA from Y ∗. Then x̂ is I(xA)∪{j1, ..., ji}, so we can use the integrality
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of x̂ to bound its LP value as follows:

L(x̂) = L(I(xA) ∪ {j1, ..., ji}) = F (I(xA) ∪ {j1, ..., ji})

Adding and subtracting a common quantity:

= F (I(xA) ∪ {j1, ..., ji} ∪ {is})−(
F (I(xA) ∪ {j1, ..., ji} ∪ {is})− F (I(xA) ∪ {j1, ..., ji}︸ ︷︷ ︸))

Apply bound to bracketed quantity since I(xA) contains {1, 2, 3, 4} and is ∈ Y ∗:

≥ F (I(xA) ∪ {j1, ..., ji} ∪ {is})− 1/4F (I1) ≥ F (xA)− 1/4F (I1)

The second inequality holds because F increases when its argument is rounded

up, and I(xA) ∪ {j1, ..., ji} ∪ {is} is just xA rounded up. Now write out F (xA):

=
∑

(i,v)∈J1

pivv +
∑

(i,v)∈J\J1

(pivv)
[
1−

( ∏
e∈P (i,v)

(1− (ye)
A)
)( ∏

e∈P (i,v)

(1− (zie)
A)
)]
−

1/4F (I1)

= 3/4
∑

(i,v)∈J1

pivv +
∑

(i,v)∈J\J1

(pivv)
[
1−

( ∏
e∈P (i,v)

(1− (ye)
A)
)( ∏

e∈P (i,v)

(1− (zie)
A)
)]

Pipage rounding produces xA from xLP while increasing F :

≥ 3/4
∑

(i,v)∈J1

pivv+

∑
(i,v)∈J\J1

(pivv)
[
1−

( ∏
e∈P (i,v)

(1− (ye)
LP )
)( ∏

e∈P (i,v)

(1− (zie)
LP )
)]

Apply the well-known inequality which holds for all fractional solutions:

≥ 3/4
∑

(i,v)∈J1

pivv+

(1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ)
∑

(i,v)∈J\J1

(pivv) min{1,
∑

e∈P (i,v)

(ye)
LP +

∑
e∈P (i,v)

(zie)
LP}

Notice that 3/4 ≥ (1 − (1 − 1/2δ)2δ). Also, xLP is the optimal solution for
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LP[I1, I
s
0] and X∗ is feasible for LP[I1, I

s
0]. Thus, the last quantity is bounded

below by (1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ)L(X∗) = (1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ)OPT.

Suppose that the division of the budget between first and second stages is

specified in the input as (B1, B2). Adding the additional constraints∑
e yece ≤ B1 and

∑
e z

i
e(M

iece) ≤ B2 for all i to the LP alters our analysis only

slightly: preprocess to eliminate decision variables that are too expensive to

fully buy in their corresponding stages, the algorithm now enumerates over

four-member sets of first-stage decision variables, at the conclusion of the pi-

page phase the remaining fractional first-stage variable is rounded down (so B1

is respected) and at most one second-stage variable per scenario is rounded up

(B2 is overspent by at most a factor of 2), first stage variables which are rounded

down are excluded one by one in the iterations of the while loop. Thus, we get:

Theorem 2.3.5. Given a specific first-stage budget B1 and second-stage budget B2,

there exists a (1− (1− 1
2δ

)2δ)-approximation algorithm for the 2-stage stochastic GPP

in trees that respects B1 and violates B2 by a factor of at most 2 (each ignition set has

size 1, δ denotes the diameter of the tree).

Stochastic single-stage and k-stage results. In the limiting single-stage stochas-

tic case (where second-stage action is prohibitively expensive) there is only a

single budget constraint: the proof of Theorem 2.3.3 can be simplified so that it

directly follows [1] to get:

Theorem 2.3.6. There exists a (1− (1− 1
δ
)δ)-approximation algorithm for the single-

stage stochastic GPP in trees provided that each ignition set has size 1 (δ denotes the

diameter of the tree).
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We mention several corollaries of Theorem 2.3.6. First, Theorem 2.3.6 ex-

tends to a (1 − (1 − 1
δ
)δ, O(log n)) bicriteria approximation for general graphs.

For the 2-stage stochastic GPP in trees with single ignition node, consider the

algorithm that chooses the better performance between spending all of B in

stage 1 vs. spending all of B in stage 2: apply Theorem 2.3.6 for stage 1 and

the PTAS for deterministic single-source GPP for stage 2 assuming that the op-

timal solution earns α(OPT) in the first stage, and minimize over α ∈ (0, 1) to

get a worst case guarantee of (0.387, 1). For a constant number of scenarios, use

Theorem 2.3.2 in the place of Theorem 2.3.6 to get a (.5(1−ε), 1)- approximation.

A cautionary note: for the 2-stage stochastic GPP in trees with single ignition

node, consider a method that treats the stages independently by spending B

according to the method from Theorem 2.3.6 in the first stage, and then, once

the ignition point is realized, spending an additionalB according to the method

from Theorem 2.3.1. That is, it matches the spending level of Theorem 2.3.3.

It is tempting to hope that this approach (which ignores coordination between

first- and second-stage edge removals) will protect at least (1− 1
e
) of the optimal

value (since each method protects at least this fraction within the stage where it

is executed). Unfortunately, this is not the case: due to the nonuniform inflation

factors allowed for edge costs, edge removals which appear to yield modest

returns may be overlooked in the first stage, but become prohibitively expensive

in the second stage (that is, they may cost more than B). In Figure 2.2 we give

an example in which even the ability to solve each 1-stage problem optimally

can’t protect (1
2

+ ε) of the optimal value for ε > 0.

The k-stage stochastic graph protection problem in trees (for constant k) has
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0.49

B(1-1/n), B(1+1/n)

B/n

B/n

0.51/n

0.51/n

0.51/n

0.51/n

0.51/n

0.51/n

Figure 2.2: Treating stages independently gives weaker performance:
The central circled node has value 1, other nodes have value
0. The left node has ignition probability 0.49, each right node
has ignition probability 0.51/n. Edges on the right cost B/n in
both stages. The left edge costs B(1 − 1

n
) in the first stage and

B(1 + 1
n
) in the second stage. The optimal solution removes

the right edge in stage 1 and the relevant left edge in stage 2
(protecting value 1). For sufficiently large n, spending B in the
first stage optimally removes all of the edges on the right, pro-
tecting value 0.51 in stage 1 (in stage 2 no additional value can
be protected). Replacing 0.49 by (0.5− ε), and 0.51 by (0.5 + ε):
no more than 1/2 of the optimal can be protected when the first
stage edge-removals ignore the second-stage options. Notice:
the difference in inflation factors can be arbitrarily close to 1.

k stages in which information is revealed and decisions about edge removal

are made (rather than one or two stages). This information can be considered as

updates that arrive at k specific times which condition the distribution on where

the ignition will occur (by specifying that the ignition will occur among some

particular subset of the nodes). For each stage the input includes a partition of
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the node set, and the partition for stage i refines the partition for stage i − 1.

In each stage the planner has the option to remove additional edges from the

graph at some (stage, partition piece)-specific cost. A solution specifies which

edges will be removed for each partition piece realization at each stage. The

total cost incurred for each realized sequence of k partition pieces should be B.

Theorem 2.3.7. For a restricted class of information revelation hierarchies, there exists

a bicriteria (1 − (1 − 1
kδ

)kδ), 2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for the k-stage stochastic

GPP in trees provided that each ignition set has size 1 (k is a constant, δ denotes the

diameter of the tree).

Theorem 2.3.7 requires that the number of partition pieces added over all

stages excluding the last stage (in which any of n points may be realized) is

bounded by a constant: guessing the optimal division of the budget to ε/k-

precision for each possible information realization takes polynomial time. As

in the (B1, B2) case: impose additional constraints based on the guess of opti-

mal budget division, reject too-expensive decision variables, pipage round (now

roundings take place between pairs of fractional variables that correspond to a

common partition piece within a stage). Last, round up all fractional variables

(see Section 2.8.2 for details).

If there is a specified budget for each of the k stages, then the guessing (enu-

meration) may be dropped: with no requirements on the information revelation

hierarchy the same analysis gives a (1 − (1 − 1
kδ

)kδ) value-protection guarantee

which violates each stage’s budget by a factor of at most 2.
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2.4 Reductions to, and Extensions of, Related Problems

A looser (1 − 1
e
) guarantee which matches Theorem 2.3.6 asymptotically may

be obtained by reducing single-stage stochastic GPP in trees to the weighted

Budgeted Separating Minimum Cut Problem in trees for which the analysis of

Engelberg, et. al [15] applies: submodularity of the objective allows applica-

tion of the result of Sviridenko [48]). The tighter result in Theorem 2.3.6 can

alternately be proved by a more subtle reduction to MCKP addressed in [1].

Reducing wBSMC in trees to MCKP gives the tightest existing result for

wBSMC in trees, beating both the reduction to submodularity in [15] and the

weaker primal-dual (1
3
)-approximation in trees also given in [15]. The advan-

tage of this tighter guarantee is substantial in trees of constant diameter. We

describe these related problems and their stochastic multistage extensions be-

low, then provide reductions mentioned above, and extensions of our results

for GPP.

Maximum Coverage with a Knapsack Constraint (MCKP): Given a family F =

{Sj : j ∈ J} of subsets of a set I = {1, 2, ..., n} with associated nonnegative

weights wj and costs cj of the elements, and positive integer B, find a subset

X ⊆ I with
∑

j∈X cj ≤ B so as to maximize the total weight of the sets in F

having nonnegative intersections with X . (This version of the problem is as

stated in [1]).

• Stochastic MCKP: There is also a distribution Π: each scenario specifies
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how much value will be received for covering the subset Sj for each j.

The objective is to maximize the expected weight of subsets covered.

• Multistage MCKP: Elements may be purchased in different stages at a cost

that is stage-, scenario-, and element-dependent (costs are specified in the

input). Stochastic multistage versions of wBSMC in trees reduce to these

MCKP problems.

weighted Budgeted Separating Multiway Cut (wBSMC) in a Tree: Call the tree

T = (V,E). There is a weight function on pairs of nodes ω : V × V → Z+, and

a budget B: find the subset of edges C ⊆ E of cost at most B whose separation

weight is maximized.

• Stochastic wBSMC in Trees: In addition to the input for deterministic wB-

SMC in trees, there is also a distribution Π. Each scenario in the distribu-

tion specifies how much value will be received for pair (u, v) if u and v

are separated by the solution. The objective is to maximize the expected

weight of pairs separated.

• Multistage: An edge may be purchased in different stages at a cost that is

stage, scenario, and edge dependent. These costs are specified in the input.

Reductions.

Proof. (stochastic single-source GPP in trees reduces in polynomial time to wBSMC in

tree graphs): The tree is the same. For each (ignition node, node) pair (i, v) create
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a (node, node) pair (i, v) of weight wiv = pivv. The budget B is the budget is the

budget for wBSMC.

Suppose that Y is a set of edges of cost at mostB. Then the setX ⊆ I of edges

in the wBSMC instance corresponding to edges in Y costs the same amount (at

most B). The set Y protects v in scenario i iff Y contains an edge on the path

from v to ignition point i iff X contains an edge on the path from v to i iff X gets

value wiv for separating i and v. The weight of pairs separated by X is exactly

the expected value protected by Y (since for Y the expected value protected

can be written as the sum over (node, scenario)-pairs). Instead, starting from a

budget-balanced set of edges X for wBSMC, we can use the same equivalences

to produce a budget-balanced set of edges which protects expected value equal

to the weight of pairs separated by X .

Proof. (stochastic single-source GPP in trees reduces in polynomial time to MCKP):

The set I of ground elements contains an element corresponding to each edge

of the tree. The element corresponding to edge e has cost ce. For each (ignition

point, node) pair (i, v) we create a subset Siv consisting of elements correspond-

ing to edges on the path between i and v. The weight of Siv is pivv. The budget

B is the budget is the budget for MCKP.

Suppose that Y is a set of edges of cost at most B. Then the set X ⊆ I of

elements corresponding to edges in Y costs the same amount (at most B). The

set Y protects v in scenario i iff Y contains an edge on the path from v to ignition

point i iff X contains an element in Siv iff X covers Siv and gets value pivv. The

weight of subsets covered by X is exactly the expected value protected by Y

(since for Y the expected value protected can be written as the sum over (node,
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scenario)-pairs). Instead, starting from a budget-balanced set of elements X , we

can use the same equivalences to produce a budget-balanced set of edges which

protects expected value equal to the weight covered by X .

Proof. (wBSMC in trees reduces in polynomial time to MCKP): The set I of ground

elements contains an element corresponding to each edge of the tree. The ele-

ment corresponding to edge e has cost ce. For each (node, node) pair (i, v) we

create a subset Siv consisting of elements corresponding to edges on the path

between i and v. The weight of Siv is wiv. The budget B is the budget is the

budget for MCKP.

Suppose that Y is a set of edges of cost at most B. Then the set X ⊆ I of

elements corresponding to edges in Y costs the same amount (at most B). The

set Y separates v from i iff Y contains an edge on the path from v to i iff X con-

tains an element in Siv iff X covers Siv and gets value wiv. The weight of subsets

covered by X is exactly the weight separated by Y (since for Y the weight sepa-

rated can be written as the sum over (node, node)-pairs). Instead, starting from

a budget-balanced set of elements X , we can use the same equivalences to pro-

duce a budget-balanced set of edges which separates pairs of total weight equal

to the weight covered by X .

Extensions.

The features of the LP we analyzed (objective function and budget constraints)

also hold for the natural LPs for these problems: the analysis proving Theorems

2.3.3, 2.3.5, 2.3.6, and 2.3.7 can be extended with identical guarantees to the cor-

responding multistage stochastic MCKP and wBSMC-in-trees generalizations.
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We explain the MCKP case below.

In the 2-stage stochastic MCKP, there are a set of ground elements each with

a given first-stage cost, and a group of subsets S1, S2, ..., Sj . Also the input in-

cludes a distribution Π over scenarios. Each scenario has a specific probability

and specifies a value for each Si that will be awarded if at least one element of

Si is purchased by the solution. Also, each scenario has a second-stage cost for

each element. The problem is to find first-stage element purchases and second-

stage element purchases for each scenario (of total cost at mostB) that maximize

the expected value awarded when a scenario is realized from the distribution.

In our analysis of Theorems 2.3.3, 2.3.5, 2.3.6, and 2.3.7, we haven’t used

the form of the tree (except for the existence of unique paths in which a single

edge added to the solution protects the node from an ignition point), or that

the costs in the second stage are larger than the costs in the first stage, or that

the values of the nodes were uniform across scenarios. The LP that we describe

below represents the 2-stage stochastic MCKP, and our method works in the

same way with two times the cardinality of the largest Si replacing the diameter

of the tree in the description for stochastic graph protection. Notice that the

form of F and L are unchanged, and that arguments about submodularity of F

are unchanged.

Let xiq be a decision variable that is 1 if some element of set Sq is purchased

in either the first stage or the second stage of scenario i and 0 otherwise. Now

decision variables ye, zie correspond to the first and second-stage purchases of

element e.
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max
∑
(i,q)

(pivi(Sq))xiq

s.t.∑
e∈Si

ye +
∑
e∈Si

zie ≥ xiq ∀(i, q)

∑
e

yece +
∑
e

zie(M
iece) ≤ B ∀i

xiq ≤ 1 ∀(i, q)

This linear-programming relaxation is identical to that in the proof of Theo-

rem 2.3.3.

2.5 Tuning 2-Stage Input Form to Describe Spread Dynamics

In this section we comment on how the form of the input to the 2-stage GPP may

be tuned to capture more subtle information about the dynamics and extent of

the spread of a harmful process.

Consider a diffusive process in a graph that spreads according to some func-

tion across the edges of a graph until a process-ending event. The state of each

node at the occurrence of the process-ending event is either that the node has

been reached by the diffusive process or it has not. If no actions are taken to

remove edges from the graph then for each scenario there will be a set of nodes

that has been reached by the process, and we shall call this set the affected enve-

lope of the scenario.
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The form of the affected envelope for a scenario may depend on several dif-

ferent variables related to the scenario. For example, in a richer version of our

fire application, each scenario may be composed of an ignition point, a sequence

of wind directions each of which hold for a specified amount of time, and the

amount of time before a fire ending event. That is, a scenario can be specified

to be all the stochastic data that are used to model the final perimeter of the fire

at termination. The affected envelope for a scenario is just the set of all nodes

which burn (for example, in the Farsite simulation for the starting scenario data-

Farsite is a well-known and widely-used fire simulation software [18]).

Another example of an affected envelope is directional spread in a tree: con-

sider a river and stream network in which the introduction of an invasive

species at a stochastic location results in the species spreading downstream until

it encounters a kind of treatment zone (the treatment zone is the management

action taken to prevent spread). Then the affected envelope for a scenario in

which the introduction takes place at a particular node is the set of all nodes

which are downstream from the introduction site.

Suppose that we have a polynomial-time way to compute the affected enve-

lope for each scenario (as we do in both of the examples mentioned, namely, via

Farsite, and simple depth first search when each edge in the stream system is

given a specified direction).

Then create the input for the stochastic 2-stage GPP as follows. First, the

scenario-dependent value of a node in the affected envelope will be equal to

the value lost at that node if it is affected. The scenario-dependent value of a

node not in the affected envelope will be 0. All edge costs prior to the final stage
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will be unchanged. The cost of an edge that has both endpoints in the affected

envelope will also have unchanged cost in the final stage. The cost of an edge

which does not have both endpoints in the affected envelope will now have

final-stage cost 0.

Now, what does a set of edge treatments get credit for? In each scenario, a

solution gets credit for protecting nodes which were threatened in that scenario

(and does not get credit for protecting nodes which were not threatened in that

scenario). How does a solution protect a node in a particular scenario? A solu-

tion protects a node exactly when it blocks every path contained in the affected

envelope from the outbreak site to affected node. This is apparently different

than how we have described our model before where to protect a node a solu-

tion had to block every path contained in the graph from the outbreak site to the

node. The difference after the tuning is due to the fact that the paths contained

in the graph but not in the affected envelope can be blocked for 0 cost in the

final stage by every solution. This input tuning is a modeling device to remove

the incentive to treat such edges associated with scenarios that do not actually

use them: if an edge whose cost has been tuned to 0 in the final stage is chosen

the treatment plan will not actually treat this edge in the final step.

This works for our applications because blocking paths never causes the af-

fected envelope to expand to contain nodes that weren’t in the affected envelope

when no treatment was applied. This argument relies on the fact that adding

treatment never steers the diffusive process into a region that it would not have

visited in the untreated scenario. This fact will not hold for an invasive species

whose spread is active in the sense that the species will spread greedily (and
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Figure 2.3: After tuning: protecting the double-circled node from the igni-
tion node (indicated by the single-circled node) doesn’t require
buying an edge on the path between them (since that path is
not entirely contained within the affected envelope).

lazily) towards the closest area where food, etc. is available, and thus will di-

vert the course of its invasion if our management actions simply provide an

alternate food path through the landscape.

In large landscapes with small fire events this approach for input tuning

makes the guarantees of our algorithms much more meaningful.

2.6 Single-stage Extension to Probabilistic Edge Transmission

In ecological fact, fuel-treated areas are not 100% burn resistant (e.g. they may

burn if extreme weather arises). Also, different types of treatments (with differ-
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ent costs) may reduce the probability of fire passing between adjacent parcels

by different amounts. These considerations motivate a version of GPP in which

the input specifies a more complicated relationship between spending on each

edge and the resulting transmission probability across that edge. Previously we

had two options: pay 100% of the edge cost to get probability of transmission 0,

or pay 0% of the edge cost to get probability of transmission 1.

To single-stage stochastic GPP where each ignition set has size 1, we add

the feature that each edge has (as part of the input) a specified monotonically-

decreasing step function that gives the probability of transmission across that

edge as a function of the spending level (the spending level may range from 0%

to 100% of the edge cost, the events of transmissions across edges are assumed

to be independent). We give an approximation result assuming that the running

time of the algorithm is allowed to depend polynomially on the number of steps

in each step function. The objective remains to maximize the expected value

protected from the ignition point, only now this expectation is over realization

of both the scenario and the individual edge-transmission events that arise.

The analogous notion for MCKP is of probabilistic element failure : for each

element there is a step function that represents the probability that the element

will fail to cover the subsets which contain it (generalizing that an element e fails

to cover subsets which contain it with probability 1 if we do nothing, and with

probability 0 if we pay ce). The objective is to maximize the expected weight of

subsets covered, where this expectation is over both element and scenario real-

ization. The generalization of wBSMC in trees to a case with probabilistic edge

occurrence reduces to MCKP with probabilistic element failure. This reduction
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Figure 2.4: A step function gives the probability of transmission across
that edge as a function of the spending level on that edge. The
deterministic version addressed in previous sections is the 0-1
step function on the left.

is provided in Section 2.8.5 of the technical addendum.

Theorem 2.6.1. There exists a (1 − 1
e
)-approximation algorithm for the single-stage

stochastic GPP in trees with probabilistic edge transmission (provided that each ignition

set has size 1). For MCKP with probabilistic element failure: there exists a (1 − 1
e
)-

approximation algorithm.

Proof. Each (spending level, edge) pair is an element the solution can buy with

cost corresponding to the spending level times the edge cost (we only have

elements corresponding to critical spending levels at which the transmission

probability instantaneously drops). Let X denote the set of such elements. The

expected value protected is a set function over these elements. Denote this func-

tion by E. We wish to maximize this set function by buying elements subject to

a knapsack constraint: if we show that this set function is submodular, [48] will

immediately yield a (1 − 1
e
)-approximation that is budget-balanced (provided

that we can compute in polynomial time the element which gives largest im-
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provement). To prove submodularity we will establish the law of diminishing

returns: for an arbitrary (spending level, edge) pair denoted by a, ifA ⊆ B ⊆ X ,

then E(A ∪ a)− E(A) ≥ E(B ∪ a)− E(B).

Let the edge of the (spending level, edge) pair a be denoted by e. According

to the step function for e, buying a results in some probability of transmission

αi. Before a is added, A contains some set of elements which affect the trans-

mission probability on e, and B contains a superset of these elements. Thus the

probability of transmission on e is (weakly) larger for the set A than for the set

B. In both cases, when a is added to a set, the new probability of transmission

on e is the minimum of αi and the current probability of transmission on e. The

gap is larger for A than for B. Let ℘e(·) denote the probability of transmission

on e as a function of the set of elements:

℘e(A) ≥ ℘e(B)⇒ ℘e(A)− ℘e(A ∪ a) ≥ ℘e(B)− ℘e(B ∪ a)

Next, focus on a particular (ignition point, node) pair (i, v). If the path from i

to v does not contain e, then adding e does not change the (i, v)th term in the

expression for expected value protected. If the path from i to v does contain e,

for each non-e edge on this i to v path, the probability of transmission underA is

at least the probability of transmission underB. Let P (Q) denote the probability
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that every edge on the i to v path (excluding e) transmits under Q:

P (A) ≥ P (B)⇒ P (A)(℘e(A)− ℘e(A ∪ a)) ≥ P (B)(℘e(B)− ℘e(B ∪ a))

⇒ P (A)℘e(A)− P (A)℘e(A ∪ a) ≥ P (B)℘e(B)− P (B)℘e(B ∪ a)

⇒ (1− P (A)℘e(A ∪ a))− (1− P (A)℘e(A)) ≥

(1− P (B)℘e(B ∪ a))− (1− P (B)℘e(B))

⇒ E(A ∪ a)− E(A) ≥ E(B ∪ a)− E(B).

The third line compares the changes in probability that v is protected from i

which result when a is added to A and when a is added to B. The final in-

equality follows from summing change in expected valued protected over (ig-

nition point, node) pairs (including pairs for which the addition of e caused no

change). This establishes submodularity. Computing the change in E resulting

from the addition of a single element simply requires computing the product

along the (ignition point, node) path twice for each (i, v) pair. This takes poly-

nomial time for each of polynomially-many elements.

(The analysis for the MCKP case is almost identical, see Section 2.8.4).

2.7 Extensions to General Graphs

Single-stage: Theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.6 can be extended to bicriteria approximations

for general graphs: the guarantees on value protected (expected value protected) are

identical, but the budget is violated by a O(log n)-factor.
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Multi-stage: Assume that the number of scenarios is bounded by a constant, and that

within each scenario the ratio of the largest inflation factor to the smallest inflation fac-

tor is bounded by a constant. Then Theorems 2.3.3, 2.3.5, and 2.3.7 can be extended to

general graphs: the guarantees on expected value protected are identical, but the bud-

get(s) is violated by a O(log n)-factor.

Single-stage. As in Engelberg, et. al [15] we apply the result of Räcke [40] on

cut-capacity approximation: approximate the costs graph by a distribution over

tree embeddings (each tree has diameter at most n), solve a suitably modified

instance in each tree, translate solutions back to the original graph, select the

best solution. We rely heavily on the exposition of Räcke’s results by Andersen

and Feige [2].

There are 2 main points in the analysis of this method. First, for an arbitrary

tree in the distribution, the amount of expected value protected in the tree when

a particular set of edges is removed is exactly the amount of expected value pro-

tected in the original graph when the same partition of the node set is enforced

by removing a minimal set of edges from the original graph (minimal in the

sense that no subset of these edges would match the partition of the node set

that occurred in the tree).

Second, the optimal set of edges to remove from the original graph has ex-

pected distortion O(log n) where the expectation is with respect to the distribu-

tion over tree embeddings. Thus, some particular tree T in the distribution must

distort the cost of the optimal set of edges by at most O(log n). Furthermore, the

distribution Räcke uses has polynomial size and can be found in polynomial
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time [40], [2].

Thus, solving stochastic GPP in each tree from the distribution with respect

to a budget B ·O(log n) guarantees that the optimal value in one of the trees will

be at least the optimal value in the original graph, so that a guarantee in trees

on expected value protected will give exactly the same guarantee on expected

value protected in the original graph. Finally, since the methods we apply in

trees are budget-balanced, the cost approximation is O(log n).

Multi-stage. If the number of scenarios is bounded by a constant and within

each scenario the ratio of the largest inflation factor to the smallest inflation

factor is bounded by a constant, then Theorems 2.3.3, 2.3.5, and 2.3.7 can be ex-

tended to general graphs: the guarantees on expected value protected are iden-

tical (where δ is at most n), but the budget(s) is violated by a O(log n)-factor.

To apply the result of Räcke [40] to the multistage case we need that some tree

produced by the cut-capacity approximation has O(log n)-distortion for the opti-

mal solution in every scenario (not just for a single set of edges purchased in the

first stage). By requiring that the number of scenarios is constant, we can obtain

this as follows. For a fixed scenario, apply the Markov inequality: the proba-

bility that the cost of the optimal solution for that scenario is distorted by more

than an additional constant k2-factor (beyond its expected O(log n) distortion)

is at most 1/k2. Apply a union bound over the scenarios to find that there is a

(k − 1)/k probability that in every scenario the optimal solution is distorted by

no more than an additional k2-factor. So, with (k − 1)/k probability, there exists

a solution in some tree produced by Räcke’s cut-capacity approximation which
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spends at most B times O(log n) under any scenario and saves as much as the

optimal. With our method in trees this gives the bicriteria results claimed.

Note: the requirement that within each scenario the ratio of the largest infla-

tion factor to the smallest inflation factor is bounded by a constant is a technical

point used to bound the distortion of the optimal set of edges. For more details,

see [46].

2.8 Technical Addendum

2.8.1 A direct Polynomial-time Approximation Scheme for

single-stage deterministic GPP with general ignition set

Claim: A PTAS as asserted in Theorem 2.3.1 for tree graphs can be produced directly

by extending the classic dynamic-programming (DP) framework for Knapsack.

Proof. Suppose that we replace the single ignition node s, by an ignition set S.

The input to the problem is a connected tree T = (V,E) with a specified

ignition source set S, a non-negative value function v : V → Z, a non-negative

cost function c : E → Z, and a budget B. Now the objective is to find the set

of edges of cost at most B such that when the set is removed from T the value

of nodes not reachable from any node in S is maximized. Notice that we can

contract all edges with costs strictly greater than B since they will not be in any
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optimal solution.

First, break the tree into components by severing the tree at ignition nodes.

That is, each component has the following property: for any node in that com-

ponent, the component also contains all nodes that can be reached from that

node by paths in the tree that do not contain ignition nodes except as endpoints.

So ignition nodes will appear in multiple components (one appearance for each

edge adjacent to the ignition node).

Now observe that in a particular component (which is itself a tree), all igni-

tion points are leaves. We will run a Dynamic Programming method on each

such component and then combine the resulting solutions using the observa-

tion that a non-ignition node v is protected in the original tree by a particular

edge set exactly when v is protected in the component containing it by that edge

set. Components that contain only nodes which are ignition nodes are treated

separately since there is always an optimal solution that does not buy any edges

in such components.

From the component Q choose an arbitrary non-ignition node to be the root

r. For a pair of nodes x, y ∈ V , we will say y is below x if the shortest root to

y path contains x. Further, if y is below x and is contained in an edge with x

we will say that y is a child of x, The set of all children of x will be denoted

χ(x). We will call the first edge on the shortest path from x to the root the parent

edge of x, denoted ex, and will refer to all edges and nodes in the component

containing x in T \ ex as being below ex (with ex also being weakly below ex).

For ease in analysis later, we describe the algorithm as having two stages: a
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first preprocessing stage which determines an ordering of the nodes of Q, and a

main stage in which this ordering is used to run a dynamic program.

In the preprocessing stage, the algorithm finds an ordering of the nodes as

follows:

1. Set i = 1.

2. Choose a non-root leaf of Q, label it node i.

3. Delete node i from Q.

4. i← i+ 1.

5. While Q \ r is nonempty, go to step 2.

6. label r as node n = |V (Q)|.

Having produced this ordering, we are ready to run the main stage of the

algorithm on the original Q.

Notice that under any solution each particular node is either unsafe or safe

(that is, the node is either reachable from an ignition node or not).

During the main stage of the algorithm we maintain two array entries As(j)

and Au(j) for j = {1, ..., n = |V |} (the label j refers to a node as labeled in the

preprocessing stage). Each entry As(j) is a list of pairs (t, w). A pair (t, w) in the

list of entry As(j) indicates that there is a set R of edges strictly below j which

has cost exactly t ≤ B, protects value exactly w weakly below j, and which is

compatible with node j being safe. We say that a set of edges below node j is
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compatible with j being safe if the set of edges protects j from ignition from

below, and j is specified to be safe.

Similarly, each entry Au(j) is a list of pairs (t, w). A pair (t, w) in the list of

entryAu(j) indicates that there is a setR of edges below j which has cost exactly

t ≤ B, protects value exactly w weakly below j, and j is specified to be unsafe.

Notice that the ordering from the preprocessing stage provides a nat-

ural ranking of the children of a node j. Also, for each node j which

is not a leaf in T the algorithm maintains two separate arrays of length

|χ(j)| which consist of entries gs(j, 1), gs(j, 2), ...., gs(j, |χ(j)|) and of entries

gu(j, 1), gu(j, 2), ...., gu(j, |χ(j)|).

Each entry is a list of pairs (r, u). A pair (r, u) in the list of entry gs(j, i)

indicates that there is a set R of edges in which every edge is weakly below the

parent edge of one of the first i children of node j, such that the total cost of R

is exactly r ≤ B, the total value protected by R weakly below one of the first i

children of j is exactly u, and which is compatible with node j being safe from

ignition traveling through one of j’s first i children. We say that a set of edges

below node j is compatible with j being safe (from ignition traveling through

one of its first i children) if the set of edges protects j from ignitions below one

of its first i children, and j is specified to be safe.

A pair (r, u) in the list of entry gu(j, i) indicates that there is a setR of edges in

which every edge is weakly below the parent edge of one of the first i children

of node j, such that the total cost of R is exactly r ≤ B, the total value protected

by R weakly below one of the first i children of j is exactly u, and j is specified
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to be unsafe.

For all types of arrays described, the lists do not contain all such pairs, but

only keep track of the most efficient ones. To formalize this notion of efficiency

we define the notion of one pair dominating another pair: a pair (t′, w′) domi-

nates a pair (t, w) if t′ ≤ t and w′ ≥ w, that is, if the set indicated by pair (t′, w′)

costs at most as much and protects at least as much as the set corresponding

to pair (t, w). Notice that we only compare pairs within a common array entry

by this notion of domination: the status of j being safe (or unsafe) is uniform

between any two pairs we shall make this comparison between.

Observe: Any set of edges which contains an edge e between two nodes of the

same status (either both nodes are safe, or both nodes are unsafe) corresponds

to a pair which is dominated by the pair corresponding to the set in which e has

been removed.

Notice that domination is transitive. We will ensure that in any list no pair

dominates another pair. This means that in any single list there can be at most

one pair with cost t ≤ B, and at most one pair with value w.

Consider the original tree. Each node can either be saved by cuttingB worth

of edges or it can not (this can be efficiently determined by performing a mincut

computation in which the node is the source and there is a super-sink that has

edges to every ignition node of cost 2B). Find the largest-value single node

saved by any B cost set, and call its value v∗. Notice that OPT is at least v∗ and

at most nv∗. Thus, since all costs and values are integers, each list has length at

most min(B+1, nv∗+1). Now we are ready to give the dynamic program which
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constructs the lists.

If node 1 is an ignition node, set Au(1)← {(0, 0)}, and As(1)← ∅.

If node 1 is not an ignition node, set Au(1)← {(0, 0)}, and As(1)← {(v(1), 0)}.

For j ← 2 to n

If j is a leaf in Q,

If node j is an ignition node,

set Au(j)← {(0, 0)}, and As(1)← ∅.

If node j is not an ignition node,

set Au(j)← {(0, 0)}, and As(1)← {(v(j), 0)}.

Else

Let y1, y2, ..., y|χ(j)| correspond to the natural ordering on the

labels of the children of j.

Set gs(j, 1)← As(y1) ∪ {(r, u+ c(eyi)) : (r, u) ∈ Au(y1)}.

Set gu(j, 1)← Au(y1) ∪ {(r, u+ c(eyi)) : (r, u) ∈ As(y1)}

For i← 2 to |χ(j)|

gs(j, i)← {(r + t, u+ w) : (r, u) ∈ gs(yi−1), (t, w) ∈ As(yi)} ∪

{(r + t, u+ w + c(eyi)) : (r, u) ∈ gs(j, yi−1), (t, w) ∈ Au(yi)}.

gu(j, i)← {r + t, u+ w) : (r, u) ∈ gu(j, yi−1), (t, w) ∈ Au(yi)} ∪

{r + t, u+ w + c(eyi)) : (r, u) ∈ gu(j, yi−1), (t, w) ∈ As(yi)}.

Remove all dominated pairs from gs(j, i), as well as any pairs

with cost > B.

Remove all dominated pairs from gu(j, i), as well as any pairs

with cost > B.
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Set As(j)← {(r + v(j), u) : (r, u) ∈ gs(j, |χ(j)|)}

Set Au(j)← gu(j, |χ(j)|)

Remove any dominated pairs from As(j).

Remove any dominated pairs from Au(j).

If j = |Q|, for each spending amount of at most B compare the pair

from As(j) with the pair from Au(j), and return the larger value

pair for that spending level, and Stop.

This algorithm returns a list of undominated pairs for componentQ in which

the root node in Q may burn or not (since a particular pair in the final list re-

turned may come from eitherAs(|Q|) orAu(|Q|). For the solution on the original

tree we just consecutively merge 2 component lists at a time, deleting domi-

nated pairs (and pairs with spending exceeding B). Once all component lists

have been merged, the largest value pair that spends at most B is chosen for the

full solution.

Now we prove that this algorithm produces the optimal solution. Our proof

will argue about the As(j), and Au(j) using strong induction on the ordered

set of nodes and will require an internal lemma proved by induction about the

gs(j, i), and gu(j, i).

We prove that the algorithm described correctly computes the optimal value.

Proof: Since the |Q|th node is the root, showing thatAs(|Q|), andAu(|Q|) contain

all non-dominated pairs corresponding to sets of edges in which every edge is

strictly below the root is sufficient. We will prove this claim by strong induction
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on the ordered set of nodes (as ordered by the preprocessing step).

For the base case: by the form of the preprocessing step, the first node con-

sidered is a leaf in the tree Q. The leaf is either an ignition node or not, and

either way the only two possibilities are those assigned by the algorithm.

The strong induction hypothesis is: suppose that for all nodes between the

first and the (j − 1)st As(x) contains all non-dominated pairs corresponding to

sets in which every edge in the set is strictly below the parent edge of x and in

which x is safe, and Au(x) contains all non-dominated pairs corresponding to

sets in which every edge in the set is strictly below the parent edge of x, and in

which x is unsafe.

We will show that the same statement holds for As(j) and Au(j). First, if j is

a leaf in T then the claim obviously holds.

If j is not a leaf then by our observation and our definitions it is sufficient to

show that the following lemma holds:

Lemma 2.8.1. For each i in {1, 2, ...|χ(j)|}, gs(j, i) contains all non-dominated pairs

corresponding to sets in which every edge in the set is weakly below the parent edge

of one of the first ith children of node j and j is safe, and gu(j, i) contains all non-

dominated pairs corresponding to sets in which every edge in the set is weakly below the

parent edge of one of the first ith children of node j and j is unsafe.

Proof of Lemma: We will prove this lemma by induction. The base case is for

gs(j, 1) and gu(j, 1). By the form of the preprocessing ordering step: the children

of j are addressed by the algorithm before j is, so by the strong induction hy-
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pothesis in our proof of the theorem, As(y1) contains all non-dominated pairs

corresponding to sets in which every edge in the set is strictly below the parent

edge of y1 and y1 is safe, and Au(y1) contains all non-dominated pairs corre-

sponding to sets in which every edge in the set is strictly below the parent edge

of y1 and y1 is unsafe.

For gs(j, 1), j is safe and either y1 is safe or not: if y1 is safe then only pairs

that exclude the edge between them are possibly not dominated (and the al-

gorithm includes these), if y1 is not safe then the edge between y1 and j must

be purchased by any solution (and the algorithm includes all solutions that pur-

chase this edge that are not dominated on account of a better pair existing below

yi with yi unsafe-this is ensured by adding the parent edge of yi to every pair in

Au(yi)).

For gu(j, 1), j is unsafe and either y1 is safe or not: if y1 is unsafe then only

pairs that exclude the edge between them are possibly not dominated (and the

algorithm includes these), if y1 is safe then the edge between y1 and j must be

purchased by any solution (and the alg includes all solutions that purchase this

edge that are not dominated on account of a better pair existing below yi with

yi safe-this is ensured by adding the parent edge of yi to every pair in Au(yi)).

This is exactly what we need for the base case.

Now, suppose that the lemma holds for gs(j, i − 1), gu(j, i − 1). We want to

show that it holds for gs(j, i), gu(j, i). This will involve analyzing a number of

cases.

First, suppose that j is safe. Consider any set of edges R that has the prop-
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erty that all its edges are weakly below one of the first ith children of j and

which is compatible with j being safe. Let (t, w) be the pair corresponding to

R. We will show that some pair in gs(j, i) dominates (t, w). First, suppose that

none of the edges in R are weakly below the ith child of j. Then, by the induc-

tion hypothesis, (t, w) is dominated by some pair in gs(j, i− 1). If this is not the

case then some edges of R must be weakly below the ith child of j, call the set

of these edges R′.

If yi is safe: only pairs that exclude the edge (j, yi) are possibly not dom-

inated. Consider the pair corresponding to the set R \ R′: by the induction

hypothesis, it must be dominated by some pair in gs(j, i− 1), call that pair (r, u).

Consider the pair corresponding to the set R′: since R′ does not contain (j, yi)

(unless it is dominated, in which case we’re done), by the induction hypothesis,

this pair must be dominated by some pair in As(yi), call it (r′, u′). Then the pair

(r + r′, u + u′) dominates (t, w) and is added by the algorithm to the gs(j, i) list.

Transitivity of domination ensures that deletion of dominated pairs from gs(j, i)

retains a pair which dominates (t, w).

If yi is unsafe: all solutions must buy the edge (j, yi). Consider the pair cor-

responding to the set R \R′: by the induction hypothesis, it must be dominated

by some pair in gs(j, i− 1), call that pair (r, u). Consider the pair corresponding

to the set R′: since R′ contains (j, yi), by the induction hypothesis the pair corre-

sponding to R′\(j, yi) must be dominated by some pair in Au(yi), call it (r′, u′).

Then the pair (r + r′, u + u′ + c(e(yi)) dominates (t, w) and is added by the al-

gorithm to the gs(j, i) list. Transitivity of domination ensures that deletion of

dominated pairs fromgs(j, i) retains a pair which dominates (t, w).
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Now suppose that j is unsafe. Consider any set of edges R that has the

property that all its edges are weakly below one of the first ith children of j and

which is compatible with j being unsafe. Let (t, w) be the pair corresponding

to R. We will show that some pair in gu(j, i) dominates (t, w). First, suppose

that none of the edges in R are weakly below the ith child of j. Then, by the

induction hypothesis, (t, w) is dominated by some pair in gu(j, i − 1). If this is

not the case then some edges of R must be weakly below the ith child of j, call

the set of these edges R′.

If yi is unsafe: only pairs that exclude the edge (j, yi) are possibly not dom-

inated. Consider the pair corresponding to the set R \ R′: by the induction

hypothesis, it must be dominated by some pair in gu(j, i−1), call that pair (r, u).

Consider the pair corresponding to the set R′: since R′ does not contain (j, yi)

(unless it is dominated, in which case we’re done), by the induction hypothesis,

this pair must be dominated by some pair in Au(yi), call it (r′, u′). Then the pair

(r + r′, u+ u′) dominates (t, w) and is added by the algorithm to the gu(j, i) list.

Transitivity of domination ensures that deletion of dominated pairs from gu(j, i)

retains a pair which dominates (t, w).

If yi is safe: all solutions must buy the edge (j, yi). Consider the pair corre-

sponding to the set R \ R′: by the induction hypothesis, it must be dominated

by some pair in gu(j, i− 1), call that pair (r, u). Consider the pair corresponding

to the set R′: since R′ contains (j, yi), by the induction hypothesis the pair corre-

sponding to R′\(j, yi) must be dominated by some pair in As(yi), call it (r′, u′).

Then the pair (r + r′, u + u′ + c(e(yi)) dominates (t, w) and is added by the al-

gorithm to the gs(j, i) list. Transitivity of domination ensures that deletion of
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dominated pairs from gu(j, i) retains a pair which dominates (t, w). This con-

cludes the proof of the lemma.2

Since we have proved the lemma, the definitions of As(i), As(i), gs(j, |χ(j)|),

and gu(j, |χ(j)|) immediately give that the lists As(j) and Au(j) constructed by

the algorithm contain all non-dominated pairs according to their definitions.

Thus, when we compare the largest value pair at each spending level of at

most B between As(j) and Au(j) we find the maximum amount of value that

can be protected by that spending level in the component Q (where the root

may burn or not), as desired.

Now we convert from a pseudo-polynomial time exact algorithm to a FPTAS

via rounding.

We analyze the running time of the algorithm as stated. If node j is a leaf

computing As(j) and Au(j) takes constant time. If j is not a leaf then in the

worst case it has O(n) children. Consider computing gs(j, i), gu(j, i) for arbi-

trary i in {1, 2, ..., χ(j)}: as many as O((min(B + 1, nv∗ + 1))2) pairs are pro-

duced which then must be sorted so that the dominated pairs can be elim-

inated. Thus, for each node j, computing A(j) takes at most O(n(min(B +

1, nv∗ + 1))2 log((min(B + 1, nv∗ + 1))2) time, so in total the algorithm runs in

O(n2(min(B + 1, nv∗ + 1))2 log((min(B + 1, nv∗ + 1))2). The running time of the

algorithm as described is polynomial only if the numerical values are given in

unary. If we had that min(B+ 1, nv∗+ 1) was polynomial in the graph size we’d

have the FPTAS we want.
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So, suppose that we round each of the node values down to the largest mul-

tiple of µ for some µ we will specify in a moment. The value protected by a set

of edges will be at most nµ less under the rounded values than it is under the

true values. If we want this difference to be no more than εOPT then observing

that v∗ ≤ OPT ≤ nv∗ (based on the v∗ we specified as the maximum value of

a single node that can be separated from every ignition node at cost at most B)

we can set nµ = εv∗ so that µ = εv∗/n. Now, suppose we apply that rounding

scheme and solve the problem optimally with respect to the rounded values,

v′(x)). Letting S denote the set of nodes our solution saves and letting O denote

the set of nodes that OPT saves:

∑
x∈S

v(x) ≥ µ
∑
x∈S

v′(x)

≥ µ
∑
x∈O

v′(x)

≥
∑
x∈O

v(x)− |O|µ

≥
∑
x∈O

v(x)− nµ

≥
∑
x∈O

v(x)− εv∗

≥
∑
x∈O

v(x)− εOPT = (1− ε)OPT.

Thus, the solution produced is a (1 − ε)-approximation. Notice that thanks

to the rounding we have that (v∗)′ = bv∗/(εv∗/n)c = bn/εc, such that min(B +

1, n(v∗)′+ 1) = O(n2(1
ε
)), giving total running time of O(n6(1

ε
)2 log(n4(1

ε
)2). Thus

we have an FPTAS.
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2.8.2 Proof of Theorem 6

Theorem 6. For a restricted class of information revelation hierarchies, there exists a

bicriteria (1 − (1 − 1
kδ

)kδ), 2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for the k-stage stochastic

GPP in trees provided that each ignition set has size 1 (k is a constant, δ denotes the

diameter of the tree).

Proof. For the two-stage stochastic graph protection problem in trees we explain

a LP-rounding-based (1−(1− 1
2δ

)2δ)-approximation with at most (2+ε) spending)

which is much simpler to analyze (and only slightly worse in budget guarantee).

This algorithm will be the basis of our generalization to the case of a constant

number of stages.

The algorithm has an initial stage in which it guesses the fraction of the bud-

get allocated to first stage spending, α. It modifies the LP by adding the con-

straints that every first stage decision variable with cost greater than αB is set

to 0, and that every second stage decision variable with second-stage cost that

is greater than (1 − α)B(1 + ε/2) is set to 0. Also it adds constraints that total

first stage spending is at most αB, and that total second stage spending in each

scenario is at most (1 − α)B(1 + ε/2). Then the algorithm solves the LP, per-

forms pipage rounding within the first stage and within the second stage until

at most one fractional value remains among the first stage decision variables

and at most one fractional value remains among the second stage decisions for

each scenario, and finally rounds up all of these remaining fractional values.
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If the algorithm’s guess of the first stage budget is bigger, but is less than

Bε/2 bigger, than what the optimal solution spends in the first stage, then (1 −

α)B(1 + ε/2) is larger than what the optimal solution spends in the second stage

and the new constraints that were added to the LP do not affect the feasibility

of the optimal solution. Pipage rounding terminating in rounding up all final

fractional values gives an upperbound on a (1 − (1 − 1/2δ)2δ) fraction of the

modified LP value (where d is is the tree diameter), so since the modified LP has

the optimal value as a feasible solution the algorithm gives a (1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ)-

approximation for the optimal amount of expected protected value.

Further, the cost of every solution found in this way (regardless of whether

the algorithm guessed right about the budget division) is at most 2αB + 2(1 −

α)B(1 + ε/2) ≤ B(2 + ε) (since the solution cost does not change in pipage steps,

and the additional constraints that we added to the LP bound the increase when

the final fractional variables are rounded up to 1).

If the algorithm makes 2/ε guesses for α of {0, ε/2, ε, 3ε/2, 2ε, ..., 1}, some

guess will be at most Bε/2 bigger than what the optimal solution spends in the

first stage, and thus will give a (1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ)-approximation for the optimal

expected value protected.

So, the algorithm can solve 2/ε LPs, round them via pipage, and round up

the final values to obtain a solution which is (1− (1− 1/2δ)2δ)-value protecting

and (2 + ε)-budget approximate.
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2.8.3 Proof of k-stage Stochastic Graph Protection and k-stage

MCKP.

We can use our algorithm of guessing the spending division of the optimal solu-

tion, modifying the natural LP, solving, applying pipage rounding, and round-

ing up the remaining fractional values for the case of a constant number of

stages if we restrict the form of the updates.

The k-stage stochastic graph protection problem in trees (for constant k) has

k stages in which information is revealed and decisions about edge removal

are made (rather than one or two stages). This information can be considered as

updates that arrive at k specific times which condition the distribution on where

the ignition will occur (by specifying that the ignition will occur among some

particular subset of the nodes).

The input includes a set of partitions of the node set: in the first stage the

partition is simply the whole node set (and there is a single set of first-stage

costs for removing edges from the graph), the second-stage partition refines the

first-stage partition (and for each second-stage partition piece there is a specific

set of second-stage costs for edge removal), the third-stage partition refines the

second-stage partition (and for each third-stage partition piece there is a specific

set of third-stage costs for edge removal), etc. The final stage has a partition

in which each node is in its own partition piece (that is, the ignition point is

realized and there is a final chance to remove edges at a scenario-specific cost).

In each stage the planner has the option to remove additional edges from the

graph at some (stage, partition piece)-specific cost. That is, a solution specifies
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which edges will be removed for each partition piece at each stage. The total

cost incurred for each sequence of k partition pieces (where one partition piece is

chosen from each stage and later stage pieces refine earlier stage pieces) should

be B.

Our analysis showing a (1−(1−1/2δ)2δ)-value protecting and (2+ε)-budget

approximate solution will extend to this case when there are at most a polyno-

mial number of possible guesses for the budget division (since each such guess

requires that we solve a modified LP, pipage round and then round up remain-

ing fractional variables): in general this will be the case when the sum of the

number of partition pieces over all stages excepting the last stage (in which

there are n partition pieces) is bounded by a constant χ. In particular, there are

at most

((1 + ε)k

ε

)χ
possible right-hand-sides of constraints for the extra budget constraints (corre-

sponding to budget divisions) of the modified LP since the necessary coarseness

for rounding up all fractional values post-pipage to incur a loss of at most ε is

ε/k, and a budget division must specify χ values (one per partition piece in each

stage excepting the last stage). This later fact can be observed by inspection of

3-stage and 4-stage problems.

Now, decision variables will specify whether or not to buy each edge in each

stage depending on which partition piece of the stage is realized. We can think

of the final realized ignition as being at the bottom of a sequence of partition

pieces in which each is from a different stage and the later stage partition pieces
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are subsets of the earlier stage partition pieces. We will let yjqe denote the deci-

sion variable corresponding to the edge e, the stage j, and the qth partition piece

from stage j.

The value of a node v is protected in a scenario iwhen there is a (stage, parti-

tion piece, edge) pair where i is in the partition piece and the edge is on the path

in T from i to v whose corresponding decision variable is set to 1. Suppose that

the ignition node for scenario i is at the bottom of partition sequence q1, q2, ..., qk.

Then we have a constraint of form:

∑
e∈P (i,v)

y1q1
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

protect v from i in 1st stage

+
∑

e∈P (i,v)

y2q2
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

protect v from i in 2nd stage

+...

...+
∑

e∈P (i,v)

ykqke︸ ︷︷ ︸
protect v from i in kth stage

≥ xiv ∀(i, v).

Similarly, our original budget constraint for scenario i is

∑
e

yece︸ ︷︷ ︸
1st stage spending

+
∑
e

y2q2
e (M q2

e ce)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd stage spending

+...+
∑
e

y2qk
e (M qk

e ce)︸ ︷︷ ︸
kth stage spending

≤ B ∀i,

where M qj
e is the inflation factor associated with edge e by partition piece qj

(implicitly this is stage-specific since it is partition-piece specific).

So, using q1(i), q2(i), ..., qk(i) to denote the partition sequence for the ignition

node of scenario i, we get:
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max
∑
(i,v)

(pivv)xiv

s.t. ∑
e∈P (i,v)

y1q1(i)
e +

∑
e∈P (i,v)

y2q2(i)
e + ...+

∑
e∈P (i,v)

ykqk(i)
e ≥ xiv ∀(i, v)

∑
e

yece +
∑
e

y2q2(i)
e (M q2(i)

e ce) +
∑
e

y3q3(i)
e (M q3(i)

e ce) + ...

...+
∑
e

y2qk(i)
e (M qk(i)

e ce) ≤ B ∀i

xiv ≤ 1 ∀(i, v)

This is the analog of our original LP, and now for each guess of the budget

division we impose stage specific budget constraints, and also set to zero de-

cision variables that correspond to single-edge purchases which would violate

the budget division limit on in-stage spending (notice that this depends on the

M
qj
e ).

Now one of the guesses of budget division made by the algorithm will have

that the guess for each stage is larger than what the optimal spends for that

stage, but is at mostBε/k larger than what the optimal spends for that stage: the

optimal solution will be feasible for the modified LP so that the solution post-

pipage rounding the LP optimal and rounding up the final fractional variables

will be a (1 − (1 − 1/kδ)kδ)-approximation of expected value that can be saved

(kδ is the largest possible number of edge decision variables in constraints of

the first form, so the property 2 for F has k in the place of 2 now). Rounding in

the pipage stage is now over pairs of fractional variables for a common (stage,

partition piece) pair (this is the natural analog of the for a common i condition that
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we imposed for pairs of second stage variables in the 2-stage version). Thus, the

choice of the most expected value-protecting solution over those produced by

all budget division guesses will be a (1−(1−1/kδ)kδ)-approximation of expected

value that can be saved.

Also, we again have that disqualifying decision variables that would incur

purchase costs greater than the budget division limit for that stage bounds the

effect of rounding up the final remaining fractional variables so that every solu-

tion found is a (2 + ε)-budget approximate solution.

2.8.4 Proof of Theorem 7.

Theorem 7. There exists a (1−1
e
)-approximation algorithm for the single-stage stochas-

tic GPP in trees with probabilistic edge transmission (provided that each ignition set

has size 1). For MCKP with probabilistic element failure: there exists a (1 − 1
e
)-

approximation algorithm.

Proof (MKCP case): The analysis is basically identical to that for the stochastic

GPP with probabilistic edge transmission. We generalize MCKP by introducing

the feature that we have the option to partially buy an item: a partially bought

item can still probabilistically fail to materialize (and thus fail to cover the sets

that contain it). The precise statement is below.

We’ll call the elements in the MCKP problem items. The maximum coverage

problem with a knapsack constraint with probabilistic item failure is: given a
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family F = {Sj : j ∈ J} of subsets with weights wj of a set I = {1, 2, ..., n} of

items where each item has an associated step function that specifies probability

of failure as a function of spending level and a cost cj , and positive integer B,

choose a spending level for each item with total spending at most B so as to

maximize the expected total weight of the sets in F having nontrivial intersec-

tions with the realized non-failing set of items. We say a set having non-trivial

intersection with the realized set of non-failing items is covered by the realized

set, so we aim to maximize the expected weight covered. The expectation is

over realizations of which items fail, where each item fails with independent

probability that depends according to the step function on the spending level

we chose for that item. We require that the steps of each step function be spec-

ified explicitly in the input (so that there are only polynomially many steps for

each item).

Notice that this probabilistic model generalizes the previous MCKP model

since in the previous model we had the option to either pay 100% of the item

cost to reduce the probability of failure to 0, or the option to pay 0% of the item

cost to leave the probability of failure at 1.

We consider each (spending level, item) pair an element our solution can buy

with cost corresponding to the spending level times the item cost (we only have

elements corresponding to critical spending levels at which the failure proba-

bility instantaneously drops). Denote the total set of such elements by X . The

expected weight covered is a set function over these elements (where expecta-

tion is over a realization of item failure for each item). Denote this function by
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E. We wish to maximize this set function by buying elements subject to a knap-

sack constraint. If we are able to show that this set function is submodular, [48]

will immediately yield a (1 − 1
e
)-approximation that is budget-balanced (pro-

vided that we can compute in polynomial time the improvement of E when a

(spending level, item) pair is added to an existing set).

To prove submodularity we will establish that the law of diminishing returns

holds: for an arbitrary (spending level, item) pair denoted by a, if A ⊆ B ⊆ X ,

then

E(A ∪ a)− E(A) ≥ E(B ∪ a)− E(B).

For this we will need some notation. Let the item of the (spending level,

item) pair a be denoted by e.

The item e has a step function with levels of spending and the resulting de-

creasing sequence of failure probabilities over e. Let α1, α2, ... denote the de-

creasing sequence of failure probabilities that may be achieved by the ordered

set of increasing spending levels (α1 is achieved with no spending). So a results

in some probability of failure αi. Before a is added, A contains some set of el-

ements which affect the failure probability of e, and B contains a superset of

those elements. Thus the probability of of failure of item e is (weakly) larger for

the set A than for the set B. When a is added to each set, in both cases the new

probability of failure for item e is the minimum of αi and the current probability

of failure for item e. The gap when a is added is larger for A than for B. Let-

ting ℘e(·) denote the probability of failure for item e as a function of the set of
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elements:

℘e(A) ≥ ℘e(B)⇒ ℘e(A)− ℘e(A ∪ a) ≥ ℘e(B)− ℘e(B ∪ a)

Next, focus on a particular subset Sj from our family. Either Sj does not contain

e (in which case the addition of e leaves the expected coverage of Sj unchanged)

or it does. For the later case, the probability of every one of the other items in

Sj failing (excepting e) is at least for A what it is for B. Let P (A) denote the

probability that every one of the items in Sj fails under A, and let P (B)denote

the probability that every one of the items in Sj fails under B. Then

P (A) ≥ P (B)⇒ P (A)(℘e(A)− ℘e(A ∪ a)) ≥ P (B)(℘e(B)− ℘e(B ∪ a))

⇒ P (A)℘e(A)− P (A)℘e(A ∪ a) ≥ P (B)℘e(B)− P (B)℘e(B ∪ a)

⇒ (1− P (A)℘e(A ∪ a))− (1− P (A)℘e(A)) ≥

(1− P (B)℘e(B ∪ a))− (1− P (B)℘e(B))

⇒ E(A ∪ a)− E(A) ≥ E(B ∪ a)− E(B).

The second to last line compares the changes in the probability that the set Sj

is covered which result when a is added to A and when a is added to B. The

final inequality follows from simply summing the change in expected covered

weight over all Sj ∈ F (including those for which the addition of e caused no

changes in the probability of coverage). This establishes submodularity.

Additionally, the time to compute the change in E resulting from the addi-

tion of a single element simply requires computing the product of failure for

all items in Sj twice for each Sj . This takes polynomial time in the input size.

Then, we are required to do this for each possible element (there are polynomi-
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ally many elements). Thus, [48] gives a (1− 1
e
)-approximation for our problem.

Our approximation guarantee for this stochastic generalization exactly

matches the asymptotic guarantee obtained in [1] for the special case in which

elements cover all sets which contain them with probability 1 if we 100% buy

the element, and with probability 0 if we 0% buy it.

2.8.5 Reduction of wBSMC in trees with probabilistic-edge oc-

currence to MCKP with probabilistic element failure.

The probabilistic edge occurrence generalization of wBSMC in trees immedi-

ately reduces to the probabilistic item failure generalization of MCKP:

The set I of ground items contains two kinds of items. The first kind of item

corresponds to (node, node)-pairs. Each such item has cost 2B. The probability

of failure for this type of item is 1 regardless of spending level.

The second kind of items correspond to individual edges. Each such item has

cost ce according to the edge it corresponds to. The probability-of-failure step

function for this item is just the probability-of-occurrence step function for the

corresponding edge. For each (node = v, node= u)-pair, the family F of subsets

has a subset which contains the (v, u)-pair as well as the items corresponding

to the edges on the path in T between v and u. This subset has weight equal to
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the weight awarded if v and u are separated in the wBSMC problem. This is the

family of all subsets given nonzero weight.

For wBSMC, suppose that Y is a set of spending levels of cost at most B.

Then the set of matching spending levels X on items of I corresponding to

edges in Y costs the same amount. Further, Y separates v and u with proba-

bility equal to 1 minus the probability that every edge on the path from v to u

occurs: equivalently the set containing the pair (v, u) is covered with probability

equal to 1 minus the probability that every item in the set fails. Thus, expected

weight separated by Y is exactly equal to the expected weight of subsets inter-

sected by X . For any budget-balanced solution, the budget spent is the same in

both cases and the expected weight separated in wBSMC is exactly the expected

weight of subsets intersected in the MCKP instance described.

Our approximation guarantee for this stochastic-edge-occurrence general-

ization in trees exactly matches the guarantee obtained in [15] for the determin-

istic case in trees.
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CHAPTER 3

ROBUST CUTS OVER TIME: COMBATTING THE SPREAD OF INVASIVE

SPECIES WITH UNRELIABLE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL

A version of the work in this chapter will appear in the Proceedings of the 26th

Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI 2012) [47].

3.1 Summary

Widespread accounts of the harmful effects of invasive species have stimulated

both practical and theoretical studies on how the spread of these destructive

agents can be contained. In practice, a widely used method is the deployment

of biological control agents, that is, the release of an additional species (which may

also spread) that creates a hostile environment for the invader. Seeding colonies

of these protective biological control agents can be used to build a kind of living

barrier against the spread of the harmful invader, but the ecological literature

documents that attempts to establish colonies of biological control agents often

fail (opening gaps in the barrier). Further, the supply of the protective species is

limited, and the full supply may not be available immediately. This problem has

a natural temporal component: biological control is deployed as the extent of

the harmful invasion grows. How can a limited supply of unreliable biological

control agents best be deployed over time to protect the landscape against the

spread of a harmful invasive species?

To explore this question we introduce a new family of stochastic graph vac-

cination problems that generalizes ideas from social networks and multistage
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graph vaccination. We point out a (1 − 1/e)-approximation algorithm for a de-

terministic base case studied in the social networks literature (matching the pre-

vious best randomized (1 − 1/e) guarantee for that problem). Next, we show

that the randomized (1 − 1/e) guarantee (and a deterministic 1/2 guarantee)

can be extended to our much more general family of stochastic graph vaccina-

tion problems in which vaccinations (a.k.a. biological control colonies) spread

but may be unreliable. For the non-spreading vaccination case with unreliable

vaccines, we give matching results in trees. Qualitatively, our extension is from

computing “cuts over time” to computing “robust cuts over time.”

Our new family of problems captures the key tensions we identify for con-

taining invasive species spread with unreliable biological control agents: a ro-

bust barrier is built over time with unreliable resources to contain an expanding

invasion.

3.2 Introduction

The devastating impacts of invasive (a.k.a. non-native) species are being increas-

ingly documented around the globe. Both plant and animal invaders can spread

across landscapes, quickly overwhelming local ecosystems through direct com-

petition for resources and predation. In addition to ecological concerns, eco-

nomic forecasts predict massive ramifications on renewable natural resource

industries (e.g. timber) and residential land values [32]. These accounts have

stimulated both practical and theoretical studies on how the spatial spread of

these destructive agents can be contained [33] [44].
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A commonly-practiced technique for invasive species containment is the in-

troduction of a biological control agent, that is, another species (which may also

spread) whose presence renders the habitat inhospitable to the harmful invasive

species. A problem explored in the ecological literature is that introductions of

these control species often fail to establish viable colonies [43]. The probability

of establishment is often related to the size of the seed colony [43], but since sup-

plies of the biological control agent are usually limited, and breeding additional

agents takes time, land managers must proceed with unreliable deployments.

In addition to the many unresolved scientific and ecological questions about

biological control strategies (particulary as regards unintended negative conse-

quences of control species introductions), there are basic mathematical issues

here that are not well understood. Where should a limited supply of unreli-

able biological control agents be deployed over time to contain the spread of a

harmful invader?

To explore this question we introduce a new family of stochastic graph vac-

cination problems that generalizes ideas from social networks and multistage

graph vaccination.

Literature Review. Hartnell’s Firefighter Problem [26] concerns the containment

of an infection outbreak in a graph when the amount of action per time step is

limited. In each time step all neighbors of an infected node become infected. The

planner has the option to vaccinate k nodes per time step (so that they will never

become infected). Where should these vaccinations be placed at each time-step

to minimize the total number of nodes infected? Qualitatively, the goal is to
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compute the best “cut over time.”

In addition to literal diseases that can be spread between contacts in social

networks, recent work on disease spread and vaccination in networks has pro-

posed the notion of harmful ideas or ideology spreading through social net-

works. The antidote to harmful ideology is positive ideology or ideas which

also spread through the network vaccinating people who are exposed to them

against the harmful ideology [3]. Once an individual is convinced by either

harmful or positive ideology we suppose that they can no longer be converted

to the opposing viewpoint. Considering this setting with an additional tempo-

ral component has motivated interest in a spreading-vaccination version of the

Firefighter problem.

For the spreading-vaccination version of the Firefighter problem (in which

vaccination also spreads to neighbors at the same rate as infection) Anshelevich,

Chakrabarty, Hate, and Swamy show that the problem reduces to maximizing

a submodular function subject to a partition-matroid constraint [3]. They use

this reduction in conjunction with the recent result of Calinescu, Chekuri, Pál

and Vondrák [11] for maximizing a submodular function subject to a matroid-

constraint to give a randomized (1− 1/e)-approximation (or to get a determin-

istic 1/2 approximation by applying a greedy result of Fisher, Nemhauser and

Wolsey [19]).

In fact, we note that since [3] show that the spreading-vaccination Firefighter

objective is a coverage function, a deterministic (1 − 1/e)-approximation can

be obtained immediately by reducing the problem to maximum coverage sub-

ject to group-constraints and applying a decade-old result of Ageev and Sviri-
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denko for that problem [1]. This deterministic (1−1/e) guarantee is tight (unless

NP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n)) due to another result from [3]), and it matches

the current best guarantee in trees for the non-spreading Firefighter Problem

due to Cai, Verbin, and Yang [10].

In the ecology literature, Shea and Possingham give curves that describe

probability of control colony survival as a function of initial population [43],

and point out that biological control resources may not all be available at the

start of a suppression effort. Based on field experiments, Norris, Memmott and

Lovell tune parameters impacting colony survival of an insect control, thrips

(Sericothrips staphylinus), for the models in [43]; they find that the model from

[43] explains a very large fraction of the variation in the data and that parame-

ters depend significantly on stochastic weather events (rainfall) [38].

As mentioned in [44], tree landscapes are used to study invasive-species

spread through stream and river systems (for example, [14] explores how differ-

ent stream branching affects invasions). Invasions of tree-landscape topologies

also occur in the riparian-vegetation zones bordering river systems. For exam-

ple, Tamarisk is an exotic noxious weed that invades such zones, driving out

local wetland plants; the Colorado Department of Agriculture has suppressed

Tamarisk invasion using the tamarisk leaf beetle, Diorhabda elongata along the

Dolores, Colorado, Yampa and Green Rivers [13].

Our Results. The conditions required to apply the result of Calinescu, Chekuri,

Pal and Vondrák (CCPV) are more general than are required for the spreading-

vaccination Firefighter Problem: in exploring how much can we generalize the
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spreading-vaccination Firefighter Problem and still benefit from reducing to

maximizing a submodular function subject to a partition-matroid constraint, we

introduce a natural new family of general stochastic cut problems that capture

the key tensions in containing invasive species with unreliable biological control

agents. Applying CCPV and [19]), we immediately obtain randomized (1−1/e)

and deterministic 1/2-approximations for the spreading cases in graphs and for

the non-spreading cases in trees).

Our Generalization: Unreliability. At the conclusion of their paper, Anshele-

vich, Chakrabarty, Hate, and Swamy [3] raise the very natural question of what

happens when vaccination is less virulent than infection. In particular, they

mention why a positive spread rate for vaccination of less than 1 voids a re-

duction similar to the rate 1 case. We introduce an alternative way of blunting

the strength of vaccination: spread of vaccination remains deterministic at rate

1 but we allow the possibility that a vaccine will be faulty with some proba-

bility (which is given in the input). First we give a direct generalization of the

Firefighter Problem (in which k interchangeable and probabilistically-successful

vaccines are distributed per time step), then we generalize further.

One interesting model among our new class considers vaccines that become

better with time (their failure probability decreases) but which may be deployed

at most once over the time horizon; what is the correct balance between acting

early with unreliable resources when the extent of the infection is small and

acting later with more reliable resources once the infection is more extensive?

This corresponds to the tradeoff between immediately deploying small biolog-
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ical control colonies (which have high failure probability) vs. postponing de-

ployment while the invasive species spreads in order to breed larger and more

reliable biological control colonies under protected conditions.

We describe our models as offline problems: all decisions are made with-

out knowing which vaccines will be realized as effective. In the online setting

where reliability/unreliability is realized and observed at each time step, sim-

ply extracting nodes which will be covered by a vaccination that has already

been realized as effective (which is polynomial-time computable) will give a

new problem of an identical type (so that our approximation guarantees hold

from that time step forward).

Qualitatively, our new notion could be described as computing “robust cuts

over time” in which unreliable vaccine resources are deployed over a series

of time steps in order to cut (or cover, in the spreading case) a graph against

the spread of an infection. In terms of idea-spread through social networks we

could describe this as a problem of waging an ideological war when we are un-

sure which positive ideologies we plant with “go viral.” An interesting feature

of this expanded model is that the optimal solution may repeatedly target nodes

which are in some sense “highly connective.” In these features our results add

to the exploration begun in the seminal paper of Kempe, Kleinberg, and Tardos

on maximizing influence spread in social networks [31] which was motivated

by emerging applications in viral marketing. Our results for the non-spreading

cases in trees are closely related to the recent work of Shmoys and Spencer [44]

on containing stochastic outbreaks of invasive species in tree landscapes via

imperfect (a.k.a. probabilistic) edge removal; that work addresses only connec-
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tivity vs. disconnectivity and lacks the natural temporal nature of an expanding

invasion that we address here.

We show that for the cases of spreading-vaccination in graphs and non-

spreading vaccination in trees the general stochastic models we describe reduce

to maximizing a submodular objective subject to a partition-matroid constraint.

Thus, the result of Calinescu, Chekuri, Pal and Vondrák (CCPV) [11] gives a

randomized (1− 1/e)-approximation (or we can get a deterministic 1/2 approx-

imation by applying an older result of Fisher, Nemhauser and Wolsey [19]). We

will need that the failure of vaccines are independent events so that we can

compute the values required by the CCPV method in polynomial time.

3.3 From Classical Firefighter Models to

Stochastic Graph Vaccination

We are given a directed graph G = (V,E) and a source node s. Denote |V | by

n, and |E| by m. All nodes in the graph can have one of three states: infected,

vaccinated, or vulnerable. At time τ = 0, node s is infected and all other nodes

are vulnerable. Once a node has become infected or vaccinated its state will never

change. The goal of the planner is to maximize the expected number of mem-

bers of the network that are protected from infection.

• Classical (non-spreading): At time τ = i > 0 at most k ≤ n vaccines can

be deployed at vulnerable nodes, where each vaccine has probability 1 of

effectiveness (and probability 0 of not being effective). When a vaccine is
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realized as effective, then the node it was deployed at becomes vaccinated.

In time step i + 1 all vulnerable nodes reachable by a single edge from any

infected node become infected.

• Classical (spreading-vaccination): At time τ = i > 0 at most k ≤ n vac-

cines can be deployed at vulnerable nodes, where each vaccine has prob-

ability 1 of effectiveness (and probability 0 of not being effective). When

a vaccine is realized as effective, then the node it was planted at becomes

vaccinated. In time step i+ 1 all vulnerable nodes reachable by a single edge

from any vaccinated node become vaccinated. Then, in the same time step,

all remaining vulnerable nodes reachable by a single edge from any infected

node become infected.

First we give the direct stochastic generalizations of these models:

• Stochastic (non-spreading): At time τ = i > 0 at most k ≤ n vaccines

can be deployed at vulnerable nodes, where each vaccine has independent

probability pi of effectiveness (and probability 1−pi of not being effective).

When a vaccine is realized as effective, then the node it was deployed at

becomes vaccinated. In time step i + 1 all vulnerable nodes reachable by a

single edge from any infected node become infected.

• Stochastic (spreading-vaccination): At time τ = i > 0 at most k ≤ n

vaccines can be deployed at vulnerable nodes, where each vaccine has

independent probability pi of effectiveness (and probability 1 − pi of not

being effective). When a vaccine is realized as effective, then the node it

was planted at becomes vaccinated. In time step i + 1 all vulnerable nodes

reachable by a single edge from any vaccinated node become vaccinated.
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Then, in the same time step, all remaining vulnerable nodes reachable by a

single edge from any infected node become infected.

While we’ve specified that k ≤ n above, in fact any k that is bounded above

by a polynomial in n will work. Our choice that vaccination prevails when

exposure to vaccination and infection is simultaneous is not required for any of

the described guarantees.

Figure 3.1 below motivates our next generalization: we relax the idea that

there is only a single timestep in which a particular vaccine is effective.

t

11

t

Figure 3.1: Examples of fj(x, t): On the left a vaccine fails with probability
1 except during timestep 3 in which it is effective with proba-
bility 1. On the right, a vaccine has a failure probability that de-
creases with time. Not shown here: the dependence of fj(x, t)
on the node x at which j is deployed can be used to capture that
some sites are more suitable for the establishment of biological
control colonies.
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• General Stochastic Graph Vaccination (non-spreading): The input gives

a set of vaccines J . For each j ∈ J the input gives a function fj(x, t) :

{1, 2, ..., n} × {1, 2, ..., n} → [0, 1] that describes the effectiveness probabil-

ity of j if it is deployed at node x at time t. Each vaccine is deployed at

some node at some time step, and effectiveness of each vaccine is realized

independently. When a vaccine is realized as effective, then the node it

was deployed at becomes vaccinated. In time step i+ 1 all vulnerable nodes

reachable by a single edge from any infected node become infected.

• General Stochastic Graph Vaccination (spreading-vaccination): The in-

put gives a set of vaccines J . For each j ∈ J the input gives a function

fj(x, t) : {1, 2, ..., n} × {1, 2, ..., n} → [0, 1] that describes the effectiveness

probability of j if it is deployed at node x at time t. Each vaccine is de-

ployed at some node at some time step, and effectiveness of each vaccine

is realized independently. When a vaccine is realized as effective, then

the node it was planted at becomes vaccinated. In time step i + 1 all vul-

nerable nodes reachable by a single edge from any vaccinated node become

vaccinated. Then, in the same time step, all remaining vulnerable nodes

reachable by a single edge from any infected node become infected.

It is immediately obvious that the classical problems are special cases of the

stochastic problems (setting pi = 1 for all i), but seeing that the stochastic prob-

lems are special cases of the general stochastic problems requires a slightly sub-

tle observation.

Since the diameter of the graph is at most n, at time τ = n every node of the

graph will either be infected or we will know that it will never be infected [3].
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Thus, in the stochastic problem there is no need to consider any vaccine deploy-

ments at time steps beyond n. This is true for both the spreading-vaccination

and non-spreading problems. Consider an instance of the stochastic problem:

for each time-step i, create k copies of vaccine j which has fj(x, i) = pi for all

x ∈ V , and fj(x, i
′) = 0 for all i′ 6= i. This gives an input for the most general

problem with kn vaccines.

Notice that the stochastic elements we introduce can cause the form of the

solutions to be very different than in the deterministic vaccination case: in the

typical spreading-vaccination Firefighter model once a node is vaccinated its

status is known conclusively, and as each time step elapses expanding neigh-

borhoods around it are removed from the set that could possibly be vaccinated

in an optimal solution, while in our stochastic model the optimal solution may

repeatedly target some “important nodes” in a single time step or repeatedly

over a series of time steps. See Figure 3.2 for an example.

Further, if a larger node cut could protect a large portion of the network but

cannot be reliably imposed with the vaccines available, a moderate portion of

the network may be sacrificed to more reliably impose a smaller cut further from

the source. The most general model softens the hard limits on how much vac-

cination can be performed per time step: the freedom to design fj(x, t) allows

exploration of a number of interesting tensions: vaccines that each become more

powerful with time but can be deployed only once, vaccines that will be most

effective within a particular time step (as in the stochastic case), but can also be

shifted to neighboring time steps in exchange for a penalty on their reliability,

etc.
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Figure 3.2: Repeated-Targeting Example: The initially-infected node is
circled. The optimal solution to the robust-cuts-over-time prob-
lem will repeatedly target the long path leading to the star.

3.4 Hardness

The classical case of non-spreading Firefighter is NP-complete in trees. The cur-

rent best guarantee in general trees is a deterministic (1 − 1/e)-approximation

due to Cai, Verbin, and Yang [10]. Some polynomial-time algorithms exist for

restricted classes of trees. We give a randomized (1 − 1/e)-approximation for

the General Stochastic Graph Vaccination Problem (non-spreading) described

above in trees.

The classical case of the spreading-vaccination Firefighter Problem is hard to
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approximate within c > (1−1/e) unlessNP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n)) [3]. We’ll

give a randomized (1 − 1/e)-approximation for the General Stochastic Graph

Vaccination Problem with spreading vaccination.

3.5 Reductions to Maximum Coverage Subject to Probabilistic

Element Failure

Theorem 3.5.1. The non-spreading case of the General Stochastic Graph Vaccina-

tion Problem in trees reduces in polynomial time to the problem of maximizing a

(polynomial-time computable) submodular function subject to a partition-matroid con-

straint. Thus, applying CCPV [11] gives a randomized (1− 1/e)-approximation algo-

rithm, and applying [19] gives a deterministic 1/2-approximation algorithm.

Theorem 3.5.2. The spreading-vaccination case of the General Stochastic Graph Vacci-

nation Problem reduces in polynomial time to the problem of maximizing a (polynomial-

time computable) submodular function subject to a partition-matroid constraint. Thus,

applying CCPV [11] gives a randomized (1 − 1/e)-approximation algorithm, and ap-

plying [19] gives a deterministic 1/2-approximation algorithm.

In fact we will show that both problems reduce in polynomial-time to Max-

imum Coverage subject to probabilistic set failure (which we’ll show is a sub-

modular function, similar to the argument in [44]) subject to a partition-matroid

constraint.

Maximum Coverage subject to probabilistic set failure: Let S be a collection of
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sets S1, S2, ..., Sn over a ground set of elements Y . Each set Si has an associated

independent failure probability pi. The objective is to choose a set O ⊆ S such

that the expected cardinality of the union of sets realized from O according to

the pi is maximized. With a partition-matroid constraint: For some partition of S

into P1, ..., Pq, at most kj sets from Pj can be included in O.

Reduction 1: Non-spreading General Stochastic Graph Vaccination in trees

(nSGVt) to Maximum Coverage subject to probabilistic set failure with

partition-matroid constraint (pMCPM).

Let r denote the node where the infection starts. For each node x in T : let d

denote the distance from x to r. The ground set of elements in the instance we

construct is the set of nodes of tree T which we’ll call Y . For every pair of j ∈ J

and t ∈ {1, 2, ...d}, create a set Sjxt which contains all nodes y whose shortest

path to r contains x. Let pjxt = 1 − fj(x, t). This gives at most |J | · |V | · |V | sets

which can each be computed in polynomial time. Define a partition of the col-

lection of sets by letting all sets which have a common j be in a single partition

piece, and specify that at most one set can be selected from each partition piece.

Let O denote the optimal solution of the resulting pMCPM instance, and

use it to construct a solution for nSGVt as follows. If Sjxt ∈ O then deploy

vaccine j at node x at time t. Since O obeys the partition-matroid constraint this

constructed solution deploys vaccine j at most once (at some particular node,

at some particular time). What is the expected number of nodes saved from

infection by the constructed strategy? Using linearity of expectation, it is the

sum over all y ∈ V of the expectation of an indicator variable that is 1 when y is
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saved, and 0 otherwise.

A node y is saved from infection exactly when some node on the path from r

to y is vaccinated effectively before the infection arrives at that node; that is, when

not every vaccination attempt on nodes on the r to y path between time 0 and

d(r, y) fails. By our construction, this event (and its probability) corresponds

exactly to the event that y is in some non-failing set that contains it from O.

Thus, the expected number of nodes saved from infection is exactly the expected

cardinality of union of realized sets from O.

In the reverse direction, every valid solution for nSGVt defines a valid solu-

tion for the pMCPM instance: if vaccine j is to be deployed at node x at time

t, include Sjxt in the solution. Since each vaccine is deployed at most once, the

partition-matroid constraint is obeyed. Because the objective value exactly co-

incides, if the solution we constructed from O were not optimal for the nSGVt

instance, it would imply that O was not optimal for the pMCPM instance.2

In the following reduction we add a probabilistic component to an obser-

vation about coverage of nodes by expanding vaccinated sets from [3], then

exploit the fact that only |V | time steps must be considered so that the partition

can force a single deployment of a vaccine (since the requirement that only k

vaccines are deployed per time step need no longer be explicitly articulated via

a partition-matroid constraint as in [3]).

Reduction 2: Spreading-vaccination General Stochastic Graph Vaccination
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(sSGV) to Maximum Coverage subject to probabilistic set failure with

partition-matroid constraint (pMCPM).

Let r denote the node where the infection starts. For any two nodes x and

y, let d(x, y) denote the distance from x to y. The ground set of elements in the

instance we construct is the set of nodes of G which we’ll call Y .

For every triple (j, x, t) of j ∈ J , x ∈ V , and t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, create a set Sjxt

which contains all nodes y for which d(x, y) ≤ d(y, r)− t. Let pjxt = 1− fj(x, t).

This gives at most |J | · |V | · |V | sets which can each be computed in polynomial

time. Define a partition of the collection of sets by letting all sets which have a

common j be in a single partition piece, and specify that at most one set can be

selected from each partition piece.

Let O denote the optimal solution of the resulting pMCPM instance, and use

it to construct a solution for sSGV as follows. If Sjxt ∈ O then deploy vaccine j at

node x at time t. Since O obeys the partition-matroid constraint this constructed

solution deploys vaccine j at most once (at some particular node, at some par-

ticular time). What is the expected number of nodes saved from infection by

the constructed strategy? Using linearity of expectation, it is the sum over all

y ∈ V of the expectation of an indicator variable that is 1 when y is saved, and 0

otherwise.

A node y is saved from infection exactly when there exists some vaccine de-

ployment that is realized as effective at node x and time t such that vaccination

spreading from x starting at t reaches y before infection reaches y. That is, when

d(x, y) ≤ d(r, y)− t and a vaccine deployed at x at time t is realized as effective.
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By our construction, this event (and its probability) corresponds exactly to the

event that y is in some non-failing set that contains it from O. Thus, the ex-

pected number of nodes saved from infection is exactly the expected cardinality

of union of realized sets from O.

In the reverse direction, every valid solution for sSGV defines a valid solu-

tion for the pMCPM instance: if vaccine j is to be deployed at node x at time

t, include Sjxt in the solution. Since each vaccine is deployed at most once, the

partition-matroid constraint is obeyed. Because the objective value exactly co-

incides, if the solution we constructed from O were not optimal for the sSGV

instance, it would imply that O was not optimal for the pMCPM instance.2

The following result is similar to that in described by analogy in Chapter 2

(and [44]) for a knapsack version; for completeness, we include it here.

Theorem 3.5.3. Maximum Coverage subject to independent Probabilistic Set Failure

is a submodular function.

Proof. Each Si is an element our solution can purchase. Let E(·) denote the

objective. To prove submodularity we will establish that the law of diminishing

returns holds: for an arbitrary Si, if A ⊆ B ⊆ S, then

E(A ∪ Si)− E(A) ≥ E(B ∪ Si)− E(B).

For a set R ⊆ S which does not contain Si we can say that the probability

that Si fails is 1. After Si is added to either A or B the probability that Si fails is

pi. Before Si is “added” either: neither A or B contain Si, or Si ∈ A (and Si ∈ B),

or Si /∈ A and Si ∈ B, or Si /∈ A and Si /∈ B.
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In every case, the probability that Si fails when A is the solution is at least

the probability that Si fails when B is the solution. Letting ℘Si(R) denote the

probability of failure of Si as a function of the set R:

℘Si(A) ≥ ℘Si(B)⇒

℘Si(A)− ℘Si(A ∪ Si) ≥ ℘Si(B)− ℘Si(B ∪ Si)

Next, focus on a particular element y from the ground set. Either Si does

not contain y (in which case the addition of Si leaves the expected coverage of

y unchanged) or it does. For the later case, the probability of every one of the

other sets containing y failing (excepting Si) is at least for A what it is for B. Let

P (R) denote the probability that every one of the sets containing y fails when

the solution is R. Then P (A) ≥ P (B) gives that

P (A)(℘Si(A)− ℘Si(A ∪ Si)) ≥

P (B)(℘Si(B)− ℘Si(B ∪ Si))

⇒ P (A)℘Si(A)− P (A)℘Si(A ∪ Si) ≥

P (B)℘Si(B)− P (B)℘Si(B ∪ Si).

⇒ (1− P (A)℘Si(A ∪ Si))− (1− P (A)℘Si(A)) ≥

(1− P (B)℘Si(B ∪ Si))− (1− P (B)℘Si(B)).

⇒ E(A ∪ Si)− E(A) ≥ E(B ∪ Si)− E(B).

The second to last line compares the changes in the probability that y is covered

which results when Si is added to A and when Si is added to B. The final

inequality follows from simply summing the change in expected coverage over

all y in the ground set (including those for which the addition of Si caused no

changes in the probability of coverage). This establishes submodularity.
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3.6 Running CCPV

The method described in Calinescu, Chekuri, Pal and Vondrák [11] requires

the ability to sample the value of the submodular function being maximized

in polynomial time. Though for a given solution A ⊆ S there are exponentially-

many possible realizations of set failures, the objective can be computed in poly-

nomial time by taking advantage of the independence of the set failures and the

form of the coverage function. In particular, the expected size of the union of

the sets realized as effective is just the sum of the expectations of indicators over

all items of the ground set. For each such item, y, the probability of coverage

is simply 1 minus the probability of non-coverage (the product of the failure

probabilities of all sets in A containing y).

3.7 Easy extensions

• All arguments work for node-weighted versions of the problems (where

the value associated with protecting nodes in the graph, or covering the

elements in the ground set, can vary and is specified in the input).

• The deterministic (1− 1
e
)-approximation that we observe for the spreading-

vaccination Firefighter Problem also holds for our Stochastic Graph Vacci-

nation model provided that the fj(x, t) are {0, 1}- valued. That is: for the

spreading-vaccination Firefighter Problem, allowing the number of vac-

cines to be nonuniform in time and allowing the possibility that each vac-

cine has a specified set of nodes where it does not work does not affect how
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closely the objective can be approximated by a deterministic algorithm.

This follows because the reduction to maximizing a maximum coverage

objective subject to group-constraints still holds, allowing application of

[1].

• The multi-infection-source case of spreading-vaccination Stochastic Graph

Vaccination is also maximum coverage subject to probabilistic set fail-

ure (however, the multi-infection-source case of non-spreading Stochastic

Graph Vaccination in trees is not submodular).

This can be obtained by redefining Sjxt in the reduction for the single

source case. Now, if R is the set of sources, let Sjxt contain all nodes y

for which d(x, y) ≤ minr∈R d(y, r)− t. Pushing slightly further, the sources

may even arise at different times: if, for each r ∈ R, r first becomes infec-

tious at time tr, then define Sjxt to be the set of all nodes y for which

d(x, y) ≤ minr∈R {d(y, r) − (t − tr)}. Either described extension can also

be quickly obtained by reduction to the single-source case of spreading-

vaccination Stochastic Graph Vaccination: add a super source that acts as

a single infection point which is connected by paths (of new degree-two

nodes) of tr + 1 edges to source r (for each r ∈ R). Let the efficacy of every

vaccine at the all new nodes be 0 (and the value of all new nodes is 0) and

shift all fj(x, t) to the right one time step (and let fj(x, 0) = 0 for all (x, j)).

• For the case of infection from a single source: results for spreading-

vaccination Stochastic Graph Vaccination also hold if the rate of vaccina-

tion spread is greater than the rate of infection spread (this is true even if

the spread rates of vaccines vary, provided that each vaccine spreads faster
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than the infection does). This follows because the reduction to maximum

coverage with probabilistic failure subject to a partition-matroid constraint

still holds: the set of nodes in Sjxt is simply all nodes which will be reached

by vaccine j starting from x at time t before they will be reached by the in-

fection (though it is less easy to write down an analytic expression for this

set, it can be computed explicitly in polynomial time). Crucially, it is still

the case that a node is protected exactly when one of these sets is realized

as effective (this is not true in a multi-infection-source case where vaccina-

tion is faster-spreading, or in any interesting case where infection is faster

spreading than vaccination).
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CHAPTER 4

IMPROVED LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE UNIVERSAL AND A PRIORI

TSP

The work in this chapter is joint with Igor Gorodezky, Robert Kleinberg, and David

Shmoys and appeared in the Proceedings of APPROX-RANDOM 2010 [22].

4.1 Summary

We consider two partial-information generalizations of the metric traveling

salesman problem (TSP) in which the task is to produce a total ordering of a

given metric space that performs well for a subset of the space that is not known

in advance. In the universal TSP the subset is chosen adversarially, and in the

a priori TSP it is chosen probabilistically. The universal TSP has been studied

extensively starting in the mid-80’s with the work of Bartholdi & Platzman and

Bertsimas & Grigni, and more recently by Jia et al., Hajiaghayi et al., and Gupta

et al. Though the a priori TSP was introduced in a 1985 PhD thesis of Jaillet, there

have been few results until recent work by Schalekamp & Shmoys and Shmoys

& Talwar.

We prove a lower bound of Ω(log n) for the universal TSP by bounding the

competitive ratio of shortest-path metrics on Ramanujan graphs. Our prob-

abilistic proof is based on an analysis of random walks on these graphs and

makes essential use of their spectral and combinatorial properties. Our lower

bound for the universal TSP improves on the previous best bound of Hajiaghayi,

Kleinberg & Leighton, who showed that the competitive ratio of the n × n grid
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is Ω( 6
√

log n/ log log n).

Next we show that for a large class of combinatorial optimization prob-

lems that includes TSP, a bound for the universal problem implies a match-

ing bound on the approximation ratio achievable by deterministic algorithms

for the corresponding black-box a priori problem. This theorem follows from

an information-theoretic argument and provides an explicit testimonial to the

power of randomization: it implies that the approximation ratios guaranteed by

several existing randomized algorithms for a priori problems cannot be matched

by deterministic algorithms. As a consequence, our lower bound of Ω(log n)

for the universal TSP implies a matching lower bound for the black-box a pri-

ori TSP. This shows that independence is critical to Shmoys & Talwar’s O(1)-

approximation in the case of independent activation probabilities: no deter-

ministic algorithm for the black-box case of the general problem can achieve

o(log n)-approximation.

4.2 Introduction

A delivery person has a fixed list of potential clients that is known in advance,

but on each day only a subset of the clients must be served. Rather than re-

optimizing the delivery route every day, the delivery person might seek to min-

imize distance traveled using the following heuristic: decide in advance on a

master tour of the entire client list, and on each particular day visit the set of

active clients in the order that they would be served by the master tour. How

well does this heuristic perform? That is, given a list of clients residing in an
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arbitrary finite metric space, is there a master tour of the list such that the tour

induced on an active subset of clients by shortcutting the master tour tends to

be close to optimal? Naturally, the answer depends on how active subsets are

generated; the two canonical models are the adversarial and the probabilistic.

In the adversarial model, the master tour is announced and an adversary

chooses an active subset S that maximizes the ratio of the length of the induced

tour to the length of the optimal tour of S. In this case the delivery person faces

the universal traveling salesman problem (TSP). If for a given master tour there is a

ρ such that for every active subset, the length of the induced tour is guaranteed

to be no more than ρ times the length of the optimal tour, we say that this master

tour achieves competitive ratio ρ.

Alternately, in the probabilistic model there is a fixed probability distribu-

tion over subsets of clients, and the delivery person seeks a master tour that

minimizes the expected cost of the induced tour. This is known as the a priori

TSP. In this Chapter we will focus on the black-box a priori model in which infor-

mation about the distribution on active client sets is available only through calls

to a black-box oracle. Note that both the universal and a priori variants of TSP

are NP-hard since they are both generalizations of metric TSP.

In this Chapter we give improved lower bounds for the universal and a priori

TSP. In particular, we exhibit a family of metric spaces on which the competitive

ratio of any solution to the universal TSP is Ω(log n), improving on the previous

bound of Ω( 6
√

log n/ log log n) (proved for a different family of metric spaces; see

details below). We then extend this lower bound to the a priori TSP by show-

ing how to translate a universal lower bound into a matching lower bound on
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approximation for a large class of a priori optimization problems (that includes

TSP).

Prior work. The universal TSP was originally motivated by the need for an easy

and efficient vehicle routing system for the “Meals on Wheels” program in At-

lanta, GA. This problem was considered in Bartholdi et al. [6], who phrased it as

the universal TSP on a finite subset of the plane and suggested a heuristic based

on space-filling curves. Bartholdi & Platzman proved in [5] that this heuristic

yields master tours with a competitive ratio of O(log n) (not only on the plane

but in Euclidean space in general; see also [39]).

Bertsimas & Grigni subsequently showed in [7] that O(log n) is asymptot-

ically tight for this particular method, and made the general conjecture that

Ω(log n) is a lower bound for the universal TSP on the plane. Working towards

this conjecture, Hajiaghayi, Kleinberg & Leighton showed in [25] that any mas-

ter tour of the vertices of the n × n grid has its competitive ratio bounded by

Ω( 6
√

log n/ log log n). The main result of this Chapter (Theorem 4.4.1) is an im-

proved lower bound of Ω(log n) on the competitive ratio for the universal TSP,

though for a different, non-planar family of metrics (see the discussion below).

Recently, there has been significant progress on algorithms for the universal

TSP; inspired by [5], Jia et al. formulate in [30] the universal TSP for general

finite metric spaces and give an algorithm that produces, given a metric space

on n points, a master tour with competitive ratio O(log4 n/ log log n). Their al-

gorithm achieves a competitive ratio of O(log n) on doubling metrics (which

include constant-dimensional Euclidean metrics). At present, the best universal
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TSP algorithm is due to Gupta et al. [23] (using ideas of [16]) and produces a

master tour with competitive ratio O(log2 n) on n-point metric spaces.

There has been considerably less work on the a priori TSP. The general no-

tion of a priori optimization was introduced in Jaillet’s PhD thesis [29] (see also

[8]). The current best algorithmic results for the black-box a priori TSP are a

4-approximation due to Shmoys & Talwar [45] for the case of independent activa-

tion (in which points appear in the active set independently), and a randomized

O(log n)-approximation algorithm due to Shmoys & Schalekamp [42] for the

general problem. The former algorithm depends deterministically on a single

black-box sample while the latter is entirely distribution-free (that is, it requires

no samples). We observe that any algorithm for the universal TSP with compet-

itive ratio ρ can be made into a distribution-free algorithm for the a priori TSP

that achieves a ρ-approximation. Save for the trivial observation that an inap-

proximability result for the classical metric TSP translates to a matching lower

bound for the a priori TSP, no lower bounds for the a priori TSP were known prior

to this work: a corollary to our second main result (Corollary 4.5.3) is a lower

bound of Ω(log n) on the approximation ratio of any deterministic algorithm for

the black-box a priori TSP.

A great deal of recent work in approximation algorithms has been devoted to

the design and analysis of optimization algorithms that must produce solutions

when the input is only partially known, or is determined stochastically. Ex-

amples include online algorithms, stochastic optimization (see [24]), the work

of Jia et al. [30] on universal optimization, as well as recent results on oblivi-

ous routing (see [23] and the references within). Our work on universal and
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a priori variants of the classical metric TSP fits squarely within this conceptual

framework. Moreover, though we focus on the TSP, there are many other clas-

sical optimization problems which yield natural and interesting universal and

a priori variants. The second main result provides a direct connection between

worst-case, universal lower bounds and average-case, a priori lower bounds,

elucidating the connection between these two problem variants not only for the

TSP but for a large class of natural combinatorial optimization problems.

Main results and techniques. Recall that given a master tour of a metric space

X , its competitive ratio is the maximum ratio, over all S ⊆ X , of the length of

the induced tour of S to the length of the optimum tour of S. The competitive

ratio of the universal TSP on X is the minimum of the competitive ratio over

all master tours of X . In our first main result (Theorem 4.4.1) we exhibit a fam-

ily of metric spaces (in particular, shortest-path metrics on Ramanujan graphs)

for which the competitive ratio of the universal TSP is Ω(log n). This proves a

conjecture of Hajiaghayi, Kleinberg & Leighton from [25].

Our proof of this result is probabilistic and proceeds as follows. Let X be

the shortest-path metric on a Ramanujan graph, and fix some master tour of X .

We give a simple procedure for producing S ⊆ X such that the length of the

induced tour of S is at least Ω(log n) times the length of the optimal tour: take a

random walk on the graph and let S be the set of distinct vertices encountered

by the walk. We show that with positive probability a constant fraction of the

vertices in S are Ω(log n)-far from their successors with respect to the tour of S

induced by the master tour. Since the length of an optimal tour of S is O(|S|),
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this proves the desired property. Our proof makes essential use of the spectral

properties of Ramanujan graphs.

Our second main result (Theorem 4.5.2) shows that for a large class of natu-

ral optimization problems that includes TSP, a lower bound on the competitive

ratio of the universal version of the problem implies a matching bound on the

approximation ratio of a deterministic algorithm for the black-box a priori ver-

sion. Thus our lower bound implies that no deterministic approximation algo-

rithm for the black-box a priori TSP has approximation ratio o(log n). This limit

on the power of deterministic algorithms provides an interesting complement to

positive results in the existing literature ([42],[45],[4]). For example, if random-

ization is allowed then the distribution-free algorithm of Shmoys & Schalekamp

[42] (using ideas from [16]) achieves an approximation ofO(log n) for the a priori

TSP, but no deterministic algorithm that is allowed even a polynomial number

of samples from the distribution can achieve a better asymptotic approximation.

4.3 Universal and a priori TSP

Given a metric space (X, δ) with |X| = n, a master tour is a total ordering of the

points ofX , which we write as a bijection τ : [n]→ X . Given x ∈ X we will refer

to τ−1(x), the preimage of x under τ , as its index. The total length of a master

tour τ will be written δ(τ):

δ(τ) =
n∑
i=1

δ(τ(i), τ(i+ 1))

where we identify element τ(n + 1) with element τ(1). In words, δ(τ) is the

total distance traveled when traversing X in the order given by τ (including
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returning, at the end of the tour, from τ(n) back to τ(1)).

If S ⊆ X then we write τ |S for the tour of S obtained by shortcutting τ ; this

tour starts at the element of S of smallest index, travels to the element of S of

second smallest index, etc., and at the end returns to the element of smallest in-

dex. We will write δ(τ |S) for the total length of this tour. Given S ⊆ X let opt(S)

denote some optimal tour of (S, δ), i.e. a tour of S that minimizes total distance

traveled. The length of an optimal tour of S will be written δ(opt(S)). The ob-

ject opt(S) is clearly not well-defined as there could exist multiple optimal tours,

but we will ignore this technicality since our analysis is only concerned with the

quantity δ(opt(S)).

We define ρ(X, δ, τ) to be the competitive ratio of a master tour τ of (X, δ),

ρ(X, δ, τ) = max
S⊆X

δ(τ |S)

δ(opt(S))

and define ρ(X) to be the competitive ratio of the universal TSP on (X, δ),

ρ(X) = min
τ
ρ(X, δ, τ) = min

τ
max
S⊆X

δ(τ |S)

δ(opt(S))
.

We suppress the metric δ in the notation ρ(X) because it will always be clear

from context.

Notation: In this Chapter, (X, δ) will usually be the metric space associated

with an undirected graphG; that is, X is the vertex set ofG and δ is the shortest-

path metric on G (the edges of G will always be unit-weighted). In this case, we

write ρ(G) instead of ρ(X).

The universal TSP has as its input a finite metric space (X, δ) and asks to

produce a master tour τ that minimizes ρ(X, δ, τ). In the a priori TSP, we are
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given (X, δ) with a probability distribution D over 2X . The problem asks to

produce a master tour τ that minimizes ED[δ(τ |S)], the expected length of the

induced tour of S with respect to D. In this work we consider the black-box

model of the a priori TSP in which no information about D is part of the input,

but an algorithm may sample subsets of X according to D from a black box in

polynomial time.

4.4 A lower bound for the universal TSP

In this section we prove a lower bound for the universal TSP on Ramanujan

graphs. In order to define these precisely and formally state our result, we must

make a few additional definitions. Given an n × n symmetric matrix M , we

denote its (real) eigenvalues, in decreasing order, by λi(M) for i = 1, . . . , n.

Recall that if G is an undirected d-regular graph, A is its adjacency matrix, and

M = 1
d
A is the transition matrix for a random walk on G, then λ1(M) = 1. Let

us refer to the eigenvalues of the transition matrix M as the eigenvalues of the

graph G, written 1 = λ1(G) ≥ λ2(G) ≥ · · · ≥ λn(G). We say that a d-regular

graph G is a Ramanujan graph if

|λi(G)| ≤ 2

√
d− 1

d
(4.1)

for i ≥ 2 (i.e. if the Alon-Boppana bound [37] is asymptotically tight for G).

Now we may state our main result. Recall that the girth of G is the length of

its shortest cycle.

Theorem 4.4.1. For all sufficiently large d there exists n0 such that if G is a d-regular
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Ramanujan graph on n ≥ n0 vertices whose girth is at least 2
3

logd−1 n, then ρ(G) =

Ω(log n).

Before moving on to the proof of this theorem, we note that its hypothe-

ses are an explicit reference to the Ramanujan graphs constructed by Lubotzky,

Phillips & Sarnak in [34]. In that paper, the authors prove that for every odd

prime p there exists an infinite family of (p+1)-regular Ramanujan graphs whose

girth is at least 2
3

logp n (this construction was later extended by Morgenstern in

[36] to allow prime powers). It is well-known that if G is a d-regular graph on n

vertices then its girth can be at most 2 logd−1 n (see, for instance, Section IV.1 of

[9]), so that the girth of the Lubotzky-Phillips-Sarnak graphs is very nearly as

large as possible. As we will see, this large-girth property will be central to the

proof of Theorem 4.4.1.

The strategy: a probabilistic proof.

We will prove Theorem 4.4.1 by using the probabilistic method. Namely, in

this section we will reduce the theorem to a claim about random walks on Ra-

manujan graphs (then prove this claim in subsequent sections). We shall require

several lemmas analyzing random walks on graphs of large girth; these lemmas

and their proofs are relegated to Section 4.7.1.

Let G be a d-regular Ramanujan graph on the vertex set V , with |V | = n,

and let δ be the shortest-path metric on G. Given a master tour τ of the metric

space (V, δ), let us use the term bad set for a set S ⊂ V such that δ(τ |S)/ opt(S) =

Ω(log n). We would like to prove that a bad set exists for every master tour of G,

which would imply ρ(G) = Ω(log n). Our strategy is as follows.
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Fix a master tour τ of G, let g be the girth of G (recall that one of the as-

sumptions in Theorem 4.4.1 is that g is large), and consider uniformly sampling

a random walk of L = 70g steps; that is, choose a starting vertex uniformly at

random and perform a random walk for L steps. We regard an L-step random

walk as a map W : [L] → [n] where W(i) is the index of the ith vertex in the

walk. Note that W(i) refers to an index rather than a vertex; the ith vertex of W

would be written τ(W(i)).

Define VW to be the set of distinct vertices encountered by W:

VW = {τ(W(i)) | i = 1, . . . , L}.

It is easy to see that δ(opt(VW)) = O(L), since walking along W and then back

again produces a tour of VW. If we can show that there exists a VW for which

δ(τ |VW) = Ω(L log n) then we are done, for such a VW is a bad set. We will prove

the existence of such a VW using probabilistic arguments.

To this end, given a walk W and an index W(i) define the successor of W(i)

(with respect to τ ) to be

Wsucc(i) = min{W(j) | W(i) < W(j)}.

That is, Wsucc(i) is the index of the vertex in VW that follows W(i) when VW is

traversed by shortcutting τ (as usual, the successor of the vertex in VW with

largest index is the vertex with the smallest index).

Theorem 4.4.2. Let G be a d-regular Ramanujan graph on n vertices with girth g ≥
2
3

logd−1 n, fix a master tour of G, and set L = 70g. For all sufficiently large d there

exists n0 such that if n ≥ n0 and W is a uniformly sampled L-step random walk on G,
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then

Pr

[
δ
(
τ(W(i)), τ(Wsucc(i))

)
>

2

3d
logd−1 n

]
= Ω(1)

for every i = 1, 2, . . . , g/2, where δ is the shortest-path metric on G.

Before proving this theorem, let us see how it implies the existence of a VW

that is a bad set. Given an L-step walk W, let X(W) be the number of events of

the form

δ
(
τ(W(i)), τ(Wsucc(i))

)
>

2

3d
logd−1 n, and W visits vertex τ(W(i)) at most 140 times

(4.2)

The key observation is that we can bound δ(τ |VW) from below by

δ(τ |VW) ≥
(
X(W)

140

)(
2

3d
logd−1 n

)
=

(
1

210d log(d− 1)

)
X(W) log n

because traversing VW according to τ means making at least X(W)/140 trips of

length at least 2
3d

logd−1 n. We will use Theorem 4.4.2 to prove the existence of a

W such that X(W) = Ω(L), which by the above would prove the existence of a

bad VW.

For brevity, let us write the events “δ
(
τ(W(i)), τ(Wsucc(i))

)
> 2

3d
logd−1 n” and

“τ(W(i)) is visited at most 140 times by W” as Ei and E ′i, respectively. Now,

E[X(W)] is the sum of the probabilities of Ei ∩ E ′i:

E[X(W)] =
L∑
i=1

Pr[Ei ∩ E ′i] ≥
g/2∑
i=1

Pr[Ei ∩ E ′i]. (4.3)

First note that Pr[Ei ∩E ′i] ≥ Pr[Ei]− Pr[E ′i]. Theorem 4.4.2 says that there exists

a constant A such that Pr[Ei] ≥ A when i ≤ g/2. Now, by Lemma 4.7.5 from

the technical addendum, Pr[E ′i] can be made arbitrarily small by taking d and

then n large enough (hence this requirement in the statement of Theorem 4.4.1).
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Let us, then, take d and n large enough so that Pr[E ′i] ≤ A/2. In light of all this,

equation (4.3) now gives

E[X(W)] ≥
g/2∑
i=1

(
Pr[Ei]− Pr[E ′i]

)
≥ A

4
g =

A

280
L.

Since E[X(W)] = Ω(L), there must exist a walk W for which X(W) = Ω(L),

meaning the event (4.2) holds for a constant fraction of the L steps of the walk.

As noted in the discussion above, this implies δ(τ |VW) = Ω(L log n), which shows

that VW is a bad set. Thus we find that Theorem 4.4.2 implies Theorem 4.4.1, so

it remains to prove the former.

Proving Theorem 4.4.2.

This section is dominated by technical arguments concerning random walks

on graphs. In order to present these as clearly as possible, we introduce some

notation. Recall that Theorem 4.4.2 is a statement about a random walk W on

a Ramanujan graph; we shall reserve this notation for this particular random

walk, owing to its central role in the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 (as discussed in the

section on probabilistic proof strategy). Our proof of Theorem 4.4.2, however,

will require general lemmas about random walks on regular graphs, which we

will later apply to W, or more often sub-walks of W. In these lemmas we will

use the notation w for an arbitrary random walk. As before, w(i) is the index of

the vertex at step i of w, and τ(w(i)), where τ will always be some fixed master

tour, is the vertex at step i.

One last crucial piece of notation: given j ∈ [n] and a positive integer ` ≤ n,

define

[j : `]n = {(j + 1) mod n, (j + 2) mod n, . . . , (j + `) mod n}.
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This notation will appear in the following context: fix a master tour τ of a graph

G and consider a random walk w on G. Then w(i) is the index of the vertex at

step i of w, and [w(i) : `]n consists of the ` indices that follow w(i) in τ , with

wraparound modulo n.

The proof of Theorem 4.4.2 requires the following technical lemma.

Lemma 4.4.3. LetG be a d-regular graph on n vertices such that |λi(G)| ≤ η for i ≥ 2,

say η = .05. Fix a master tour of V (G), some integer k, and set ` = dn/(32k)e. If w is

a uniformly sampled k-step random walk on G, then the probability that w encounters

a vertex whose index is in [w(1) : `]n is less than 1/4.

We relegate the proof of Lemma 4.4.3 to Section 4.7.2 of the technical adden-

dum, and proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.4.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.4.2. Recall the setting of Theorem 4.4.2: we have a d-regular

Ramanujan graph G on n vertices whose girth is g ≥ 2
3

logd−1 n. We fix a master

tour of G and uniformly sample an L-step random walk W, where L = 70g. We

want to show that for every i = 1, 2, . . . , g/2 we have

Pr

[
δ
(
τ(W(i)), τ(Wsucc(i))

)
>

2

3d
logd−1 n

]
= Ω(1).

Fix, then, some i ∈ {1, . . . , g/2}. We can regard W as two independent ran-

dom walks w1, w2 that both begin at τ(W(i)), i.e. w1(1) = w2(1) = W(i). See

Figure 4.1. Note that τ(W(i)) is uniformly sampled from V since W itself is a

uniformly sampled walk. Let L1, L2 be the number of steps of w1 and w2, re-

spectively. Since i ≤ g/2 we know that L1 ≤ g/2 and 139
2
g ≤ L2 ≤ 70g.

First we apply Lemma 4.4.3 to w1 (with k = g/2) and then once again to the
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first g/2 steps of w2. Observe that this requires choosing d large enough so that

|λi(G)| ≤ .05 for i ≥ 2, which is possible since G is a Ramanujan graph (recall

inequality (4.1)). Now, combining these two applications of Lemma 4.4.3 with

the union bound, we find that with probability at least 1/2 both of the following

events hold :

(i) w1 doesn’t encounter any of the ` = dn/(16g)e indices that follow w1(1) =

W(i);

(ii) in its first g/2 steps, w2 doesn’t encounter these indices either.

Now, we apply Lemma 4.7.6 to the walk w2 (use k = 140), and choose n large

enough so that the probability of the two events

(iii) in its first g/2 steps, w2 leaves the g/d-ball around τ(W(i)), and

(iv) w2 never returns to this g/d-ball in subsequent steps

is at least 9/10. Putting it all together via the union bound, we find that all four

of the events (i)− (iv) hold with probability at least 1− 1/2− 1/10 = 2/5. Next,

note that there are at least 69g steps left in w2 after the first g/2. We claim that

with probability 4/5,

(v) one of the last 64g steps of w2 contains one of the dn/(16g)e indices that

follow w2(1) = W(i).

This claim will complete the proof: if event (v) holds along with events (i)− (iv)

(which happens with probability at least 1 − 3/5 − 1/5 = 1/5 by the union

bound) then Wsucc(i), which is the next-largest (modulo n) index in W after W(i),
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Figure 4.1: The g/d-ball centered at τ(W(i)). The walk w1 is drawn to the
left of τ(W(i)) and the much longer walk w2 is drawn to the
right.

must be one of the dn/(16g)e indices that follow W(i). But none of these in-

dices are encountered by W inside the g/d-ball around τ(W(i)), which implies

δ
(
τ(W(i)), τ(Wsucc(i))

)
> 2

3d
logd−1 n.

The claim about (v) is motivated by the following intuition. Because our

graph is a strong expander, w2 rapidly mixes in its first 11
2
g steps. Therefore the

last 64g steps approximate a stationary random walk on G. Since the indices

that follow w2(1) are a (16g)−1-fraction of the vertices and stationary random

walks resemble independent sampling, we would expect a 64g-step, almost sta-

tionary random walk to hit this index set with large probability. This argument

is formalized in the technical addendum as Lemma 4.7.7.

4.5 Universal TSP bound implies a priori TSP bound

Using a framework for abstract optimization (similar to [30], [24] for, respec-

tively, universal and stochastic optimization) we show how to convert universal
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lower bounds into matching a priori lower bounds on deterministic algorithms

for a large and natural class of optimization problems that contains TSP. In or-

der to be applicable to the TSP, our definitions describe minimization problems,

but analogous definitions and results hold for maximization problems.

Abstract optimization problems.

An abstract combinatorial optimization problem is a triple Π = (X, c,M)

where X is a universe of clients and c,M are functions defined as follows.1 With

each S ⊆ X we associate a collection of feasible solutions that we denote sol(S).

The function c is a cost function that maps, for every S ⊆ X , solutions in sol(S) to

R. The function M is a restriction map that given S ′ ⊆ S and F ∈ sol(S) outputs

a feasible solution for S ′: M(F, S ′) ∈ sol(S ′). When S = X with F ∈ sol(X), we

will use the notation F |S′ for M(F, S ′), and say that F |S′ is the master solution

F restricted to S ′, or that F |S′ is the solution for S ′ induced by F .

Given S ⊆ X we use opt(S) to denote a feasible solution for S of minimum

cost. The classical version of Π specifies S ⊆ X and asks to produce F ∈ sol(S)

of minimum cost. The universal version of Π asks for F ∈ sol(X) that minimizes

the competitive ratio

ρ(X,F ) = max
S⊆X

c(F |S)

c(opt(S))
.

We write ρ(Π) for the competitive ratio of Π

ρ(Π) = min
F∈sol(X)

(
max
S⊆X

c(F |S)

c(opt(S))

)
and use the notation optu(X) for a solution that is optimal with respect to this

universal objective, i.e. for which ρ(X, optu(X)) = ρ(Π).
1Regard c and M as polynomial-time algorithms that are part of the description of Π in the

form of a Turing machine encoding.
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In the a priori version of Π, there is a distribution D on subsets of X . The

a priori objective is to return F ∈ sol(X) that minimizes ED[F |S]. We denote a

solution optimal with respect to this objective by optap(X,D), so that if p(S) is

the probability given to S ⊆ X by D, then

c(optap(X,D)) = min
F∈sol(X)

∑
S⊆X

c(F |S)p(S).

We will focus on the black-box model of a priori optimization in which no infor-

mation about D is part of the input describing the a priori version of Π, but an

algorithm may sample subsets of X according to D from a black box in polyno-

mial time.

Notice that the definitions in this section generalize the content of Section

4.3: in the case of TSP, X is a set of points, feasible solutions to S ⊆ X are to-

tal orderings of S, the cost function c encodes the metric on X , and M restricts

tours by shortcutting.

Approximate solutions to a priori problems.

There are two key definitions of approximate a priori solutions that feature

in the literature. Given the a priori optimization problem (Π, D), an algorithm

A is a hard β-approximation if A runs in polynomial time (in the description of

Π), makes polynomially-many black-box queries, and produces a solution F ∈

sol(X) such that

Pr

[
ED[F |S]

ED[optap(X,D)|S]
≤ β

]
>

1

2
(4.4)

where the probability is over the black-box output as well random choices made

by A.
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We say that an algorithm A is a soft β-approximation if A runs in polyno-

mial time, makes polynomially-many black-box queries, and produces a solu-

tion F ∈ sol(X) such that

E
[

ED[F |S]

ED[optap(X,D)|S]

]
≤ β (4.5)

where the expectation is over the black-box output as well random choices made

by A.

The notion of hard vs. soft approximation is analogous to the distinction

between Monte Carlo and Las Vegas algorithms. The analogy extends, via

Markov’s inequality, to the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5.1. Any soft β-approximation to an a priori minimization problem is a hard

2β-approximation.

We say that A is a deterministic hard or soft β-approximation if it is deter-

ministic in the black box output. In this case the outermost probability in in-

equality (4.4) and the outermost expectation in inequality (4.5) depend only on

the black-box output. On the other hand, we may explicitly say that A is ran-

domized when we want to stress this fact. As an application to the a priori TSP,

recall the deterministic soft 4-approximation in the case of independent activa-

tion given in [45]. Lemma 4.5.1 shows that this algorithm is also a deterministic

hard 8-approximation in this case.

Worst-case bounds to average-case bounds.

In this section we prove our second main result, which shows how to con-

vert universal lower bounds into a priori lower bounds on deterministic hard
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approximations for a certain class of optimization problems.

Our result applies to the class of optimization problems Π = (X, c,M) that

satisfy three properties:

• Non-negative costs: For all S ⊆ X , c(F ) ≥ 0 for every F ∈ sol(S).

• Trivial set: There exists a (possibly empty) trivial T ⊆ X such that c(F |T ) = 0

for all F ∈ sol(X).

• Optimal sub-solutions are recoverable: For any S ⊆ X there exists some F ∈

sol(X) such that M maps F to F ′ ∈ sol(S) with c(F ′) = c(opt(S)).

Problems satisfying these axioms will be called regular. The reader can verify

that TSP is a regular problem. It is easy to see that most of the examples given

in [8] are regular, including Steiner Tree and Max Cut.

Theorem 4.5.2. If Π is a regular minimization problem with competitive ratio ρ(Π) ≥

γ then no deterministic hard approximation for the a priori version of Π can have ap-

proximation ratio better than γ.

Proof. We prove the contrapositive: if there exists a deterministic hard β-

approximation algorithm A for the a priori version of Π then ρ(Π) ≤ β. Since

A is a hard β-approximation, there exists α < 1/2 such that

Pr

[
ED[F |S]

ED[optap(X,D)|S]
≤ β

]
≥ 1− α. (4.6)

Let f(|Π|) be the number of black-box samples queried by A. Choose δ > 0
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sufficiently small so that 1− α− δ > 0 and set k = dlog (f(|Π|)/δ)e so that(
1− 1

2k

)f(|Π|)

≥ 1− f(|Π|)
2k

≥ 1− δ. (4.7)

Let T be a trivial subset (as in the definition of a regular optimization prob-

lem). Since A is deterministic, when it observes problem instance Π and f(|Π|)

samples which are each T , it must return some specific F̂ ∈ sol(X). We claim

that with probability at least 1− δ− α > 0, F̂ has competitive ratio ρ(X, F̂ ) ≤ β.

Proving this claim will imply ρ(X) ≤ β and complete the proof.

To prove the claim, construct an instance of a priori Π by defining a distri-

bution D as follows: choose R ⊆ X that maximizes c(F̂ |R)
c(opt(R))

, i.e. that achieves

ρ(X, F̂ ), and set

PrD[S] =


1− 1

2k
if S = T

1
2k

if S = R.

We have chosen k so that when we run A on (Π, D) the probability that the

black-box queries made by A return a non-T subset is at most δ (see inequal-

ity (4.7)). Therefore, when we run A on (Π, D) it follows from the union bound

(and the fact that A is a hard β-approximation) that the following happens with

probability at least 1 − δ − α > 0: the collection of black-box samples contains

no non-T subset, and A produces a β-approximate solution.

What are the consequences of this event? Since each sample observed is T ,

and the problem instance is Π, A must return F̂ (since A is deterministic). Let

optap(X,D) denote the optimal a priori solution in the instance (Π, D). Since A
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gave a β-approximate solution in this case, we have (cf. inequality 4.6)

ED[c(F̂ |S)] ≤ β ED[c(optap(X,D)|S)

=⇒ Pr(S = T ) · 0 + Pr(S = R)c(F̂ |R) ≤ β
(
Pr(S = T ) · 0 + Pr(S = R)c(optap(X,D)|R)

)
=⇒ c(F̂ |R) ≤ βc(optap(X,D)|R).

Consider optap(X,D)|R: all tours perform the same on the active set T (by the

second regularity axiom), so optap(X,D) is any solution in sol(X) which has

minimal cost when restricted to a solution on R via M , i.e. c(optap(X,D)|R) =

c(opt(R)). Note that such a master solution must exist since Π is regular, hence

optimal sub-solutions are recoverable.

We conclude that c(F̂ |R) ≤ βc(opt(R)), so that c(F̂ |R)/c(opt(R)) ≤ β. Since

we chose R to maximize this ratio, the bound holds for every Q ⊆ X :

c(F̂ |Q)

c(opt(Q))
≤ β.

Thus, with probability at least 1 − δ − α > 0, the master solution F̂ has

competitive ratio β for the universal version of Π. In particular, there exists a

master solution for universal Π with this competitive ratio, hence ρ(Π) ≤ β.

Combining Theorem 4.5.2 with our lower bound on the competitive ratio for

universal TSP (Theorem 4.4.1), we immediately get the following corollary.

Corollary 4.5.3. No deterministic (hard or soft) approximation algorithm for a priori

TSP has approximation ratio o(log n).

Note that though the bound in Theorem 4.5.2 applies only to hard approxi-

mation algorithms, it follows from Lemma 4.5.1 that the claim in Corollary 4.5.3
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applies to soft approximations as well.

Deterministic vs. randomized approximations.

We can use Theorem 4.5.2 to translate universal lower bounds into lower

bounds on deterministic a priori approximations for other regular optimization

problems. Applying the theorem to the Steiner Tree problem illustrates that

randomized a priori approximations can sometimes perform dramatically better

than deterministic ones.

In the a priori Steiner Tree problem, we have a graph G = (V,E) and a distri-

bution D over 2V . A feasible solution for U ⊆ V is a subtree of G that spans U .

The solution induced by U ′ ⊆ U and some T ∈ sol(U) is the smallest connected

subtree of T that spans U ′. The a priori objective is to minimize the expected

cost of the induced subtree. To bound the competitive ratio of universal Steiner

tree, let G be the n-cycle with all edges of unit length. A master solution T is

a spanning tree of G, hence is simply G with some edge (u, v) omitted. Setting

U = {u, v}, the sub-solution on U induced by T has length n−1, but the optimal

solution on U has length 1. Thus the competitive ratio of any master solution is

Ω(n).

A randomized algorithm can do much better: simply sample a tree-

metric approximation of the shortest-path metric on G using the algorithm of

Fakcharoenphol, Rao & Talwar [16]. Since the expected distortion is O(log n),

this randomized (distribution-free!) algorithm achieves a soft approximation of

O(log n) (the analysis is identical to the proof of Corollary 4 in [42]).
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Corollary 4.5.4. No deterministic (hard or soft) approximation algorithm for a pri-

ori Steiner Tree has approximation ratio o(n), whereas there exists a randomized,

distribution-free soft O(log n)-approximation.

Returning briefly to TSP, Schalekamp & Shmoys give in [42] a randomized

soft O(log)-approximation algorithm for a priori TSP that is distribution-free.

Corollary 4.5.3 shows that no polynomial number of black-box samples can help

a deterministic algorithm asymptotically beat this randomized approximation

guarantee. In the independent activation case of a priori TSP, Shmoys & Talwar

give in [45] a deterministic soft 4-approximation which relies on a single black-

box sample. Our results show that without the assumption of independence,

no polynomial number of samples is enough to help a deterministic algorithm

achieve a o(log n) approximation ratio.

We end with a comment on the Euclidean case. In light of Arora’s PTAS for

the Euclidean TSP [4], one might hope that an O(1)-approximation is possible

for the Euclidean a priori TSP in the black-box case. The universal lower bound

of Ω( 6
√

log n/ log log n) in the case of the n× n planar grid ([25]) combined with

Theorem 4.5.2 implies that for deterministic algorithms, the answer is no.

4.6 Open problems

The conjecture of Bertsimas & Grigni [7] that the lower bound of Ω(log n) holds

even for finite subsets of the plane remains open. The best known algorithm

for the universal TSP (due to Gupta, Hajiaghayi & Räcke [23]) produces, for

an arbitrary metric space (X, δ) on n points, a master tour τ with ρ(X, δ, τ) =
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O(log2 n). Thus the best lower and upper bounds are separated by a factor of

log n.

Is either bound tight? In [30], Jia et al. give an algorithm that produces a

master tour τ with ρ(X, δ, τ) = O(log n) when (X, δ) is a constant-dimension

Euclidean or bounded-growth metric. Schalekamp & Shmoys observe in [42]

that a straightforward application of the tree-metric embedding scheme of

Fakcharoenphol et al. [16] gives a randomized algorithm that produces a mas-

ter tour whose expected competitive ratio for any fixed S ⊆ X is O(log n). We

conjecture that this expected guarantee for a fixed S can be matched by a deter-

ministic guarantee for all S.

Conjecture 4.6.1. There is a deterministic, polynomial-time algorithm that, given a

metric space (X, δ) with |X| = n, produces a master tour τ with ρ(X, δ, τ) = O(log n).

Several interesting avenues for future work are also suggested by Theorem

4.5.2. A natural question is whether any general relationship holds between

universal lower bounds and a priori approximation ratios for randomized al-

gorithms. If the number of samples is allowed to depend on, for example, the

inverse probability of the least commonly occurring active set, is it still possible

to prove some kind of universal-to-a-priori lower bound translation in the spirit

of Theorem 4.5.2?

We note that in the case of 2-stage build-with-recourse stochastic optimiza-

tion models (see [24]), most algorithms yielding a constant approximation ratio

rely on either nice properties of the objective function (such as submodular-

ity) or strong bounds on the inflation of the cost function in the recourse stage;
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could Theorem 4.5.2 be extended to a larger class of algorithms by restricting to

a smaller class of problems?

4.7 Technical Addendum

4.7.1 Random walks on graphs with large girth

In this section we prove several useful lemmas concerning random walks on

regular graphs of large girth. Consider an L-step random walk on a d-regular

graph G of girth g that begins at some fixed vertex v. Let us assume d ≥ 7 for

convenience. If we also assume L ≤ g/2 then the L-neighborhood of v is iden-

tical to the L-neighborhood of a vertex in the infinite d-regular tree. Therefore,

to analyze such a random walk on G it suffices to analyze a random walk of the

same number of steps on a d-regular tree. Let us do precisely this. We shall re-

quire the following familiar version of the lower-tail Chernoff bound (see [12]).

Lemma 4.7.1. LetX1, . . . XN be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with Pr[Xi = 1] = p.

If X =
∑

iXi and 0 < ε < 1 then Pr[X ≤ εpN ] ≤ e−(1−ε)2pN/2.

We illustrate the method with an easy question: how likely is it that an L-

step random walk will end reasonably far from where it began?

Lemma 4.7.2. Consider an L-step random walk that begins at some vertex v of the

infinite d-regular tree, d ≥ 7. The probability that the walk ends at distance at most

L/3 from v is at most e−Ω(L).
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Proof. Let q be the probability that we are looking to bound. Consider a DFS

representation of the L-neighborhood of v, in which v is at the top and the rest

of the tree extends downward. The walk ends at distance at most L/3 from v if

and only if the number of downward steps is at most 2
3
L. At any point in the

walk, the probability of a downward step is (d − 1)/d, while the probability of

an upward step is 1/d.2 Therefore, setting p = (d− 1)/d, q is the probability that

in tossing L coins in which the probability of heads is p, at most 2
3
L come up

heads. The Chernoff bound (Lemma 4.7.1) combined with the observation that

d ≥ 7 implies p ≥ 6/7 now prove the claim.

Consider again an L-step random walk that begins at v. What is the proba-

bility that the walk never returns to v? We call this the escape probability e(d, L)

(our notation reflects this quantity’s dependence on d and L). To bound e(d, L),

we will require the following elementary fact whose proof can be found in [41]

(see Example 3.25 of that book).

Lemma 4.7.3. Fix positive integers h and t with h > t, and consider the uniform

distribution over the set of all sequences of h + t coin tosses in which there are h heads

and t tails. Then (h− t)/(h+ t) is the probability that for such a sequence, every initial

segment contains more heads than tails.

Lemma 4.7.4. For an L-step random walk that begins at some vertex v of the infinite

d-regular tree, d ≥ 7, we have

e(d, L) ≥ 1− 2

(
1

d
+ e−Ω(L)

)
.

2This is not precisely true, since the probability that the first step is away from v is 1, but
this only improves the odds of stopping far from v, though only negligibly. We will ignore this
technicality.
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Proof. As before, consider a DFS representation of the L-neighborhood of v. It

is easy to see that the random walk never returns to v if and only if at every

point in the walk, the number of downward steps away from v is strictly larger

than the number of upwards steps towards v. Once again the probability of a

downward step at any point in the walk is (d− 1)/d, while the probability of an

upward step is 1/d.3 Therefore, setting p = (d − 1)/d, e(d, L) is the probability

that in tossing L coins in which the probability of heads is p, the sequence of

tosses is such that every initial segment of the sequence contains more heads

than tails. Let us assume that L is odd, for notational convenience. Then, using

Lemma 4.7.3, we have that

e(d, L) =
L∑

k=L+1
2

Pr [k heads, L− k tails] ·
(

2k − L
L

)

=
L∑

k=L+1
2

(
L

k

)
pk(1− p)L−k

(
2k − L
L

)

= 2
L∑

k=L+1
2

k

L

(
L

k

)
pk(1− p)L−k −

L∑
k=L+1

2

(
L

k

)
pk(1− p)L−k

= 2p
L∑

k=L+1
2

(
L− 1

k − 1

)
pk−1(1− p)L−k −

L∑
k=L+1

2

(
L

k

)
pk(1− p)L−k

= 2p
L−1∑

k=L−1
2

(
L− 1

k

)
pk(1− p)L−1−k −

L∑
k=L+1

2

(
L

k

)
pk(1− p)L−k.

The second term above is the probability that L tosses of a p-biased coin contain

at least (L+ 1)/2 heads, hence is at most 1. The first term, in turn, is 2p times the

probability that L − 1 tosses of a p-biased coin contain at least (L − 1)/2 heads.

3Again, this is not true for the first step, but again we ignore this technicality since it does
not affect the proof.
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If we call this probability q, then we have

e(d, L) ≥ 2pq − 1.

But it follows immediately from Lemma 4.7.1, the Chernoff bound, that q ≥

1− e−Ω(L). Therefore

e(d, L) ≥ 2pq − 1

≥ 2p
(
1− e−Ω(L)

)
− 1

= 2

(
1− 1

d

)(
1− e−Ω(L)

)
− 1

≥ 1− 2

(
1

d
+ e−Ω(L)

)
as desired.

From regular trees to graphs with large girth

Let us recall our original motivation: L-step random walks on a d-regular graph

G whose girth g is large. First consider, as before, an L-step random walk with

L ≤ g/2. For any vertex u encountered by this walk, the probability that u is

encountered more than once is bounded by

1− e(d, L/2) ≤ 2

(
1

d
+ e−Ω(L)

)
since we can condition without loss of generality on u being first encountered in

the first half of the walk. We require a minor extension of this fact, specialized

to the case of logarithmic girth.

Lemma 4.7.5. Let G be a d-regular graph, d ≥ 7, with n vertices and girth g =

Ω(logd−1 n). Consider an L-step random walk on G, where L = kg/2 for some in-
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teger k, and let u be a vertex encountered during the walk. The probability that u is

encountered more than k times is at most 2k
(

1
d

+ n−Ω(1)/ ln(d−1)
)
.

Proof. Split this walk into k consecutive walks of g/2 steps, call them w1, . . . , wk.

If u is encountered more than k times in w then it must have been encountered

more than once in some wi, but the probability of this event is bounded by

2
(

1
d

+ e−Ω(g)
)

for each i. Now the union bound gives

Pr(u encountered more than k times) ≤ 2k

(
1

d
+ e−Ω(g)

)
and finally our assumption on g completes the proof.

The lesson of the previous lemma is that because (g/2)-balls around ver-

tices are tree-like, we are able to prove nontrivial claims about random walks in

graphs of girth g even when those walks are longer than g/2 (as long as they’re

not too much longer). The next lemma is in the same spirit.

Lemma 4.7.6. Let G be a d-regular graph, d ≥ 7, with n vertices and girth g, and

consider an L′-step random walk, with g/2 ≤ L′ ≤ kg/2, for some integer k ≥ 2, that

begins at a fixed vertex v. Then the probability that

(i) in the first g/2 steps the walk leaves the g/d-ball around v, and

(ii) the walk never returns to this g/d-ball in subsequent steps

is at least 1 − 6ke−Ω(g). In particular, if g = Ω(logd−1 n) then the probability that (i)

and (ii) both hold is at least 1− 6kn−Ω(1)/ log(d−1).

Proof. We will prove that the probability that (i) fails to hold is at most e−Ω(g)

and the probability that (ii) fails to hold is at most 6(k− 1)e−Ω(g), at which point
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the union bound will prove the claim (the special case of logarithmic girth is

self-evident).

Lemma 4.7.2 tells us that the probability of the first g/2 steps ending less

than g/6 away from v is e−Ω(g). Moreover, it is easy to see that the L/3 in that

lemma is somewhat arbitrary, and 1/3 can be replaced by any constant strictly

less that d−1
d
≥ 6

7
. In particular, if we replace 1/3 by 1/3 + 2/d then we find that

the probability that a g/2-step walk that starts at v ends at distance less than

(1/6 + 1/d)g from v is e−Ω(g).

To rephrase, the probability that after the first g/2 steps the walk is at dis-

tance less than g/6 from the g/d-ball around v is at most e−Ω(g). This proves the

claim about (i). As for (ii), it now suffices to prove that in the remainder of

the walk, which consists of at most g
2
(k − 1) steps, the probability that we walk

more than g/6 steps towards v is 6(k − 1)e−Ω(g), for this will establish that (ii)

fails to hold with probability at most 6(k − 1)e−Ω(g). We will in fact prove the

stronger claim that the probability of taking more than g/12 steps towards v is

so bounded.

Note that the remainder of the walk can take us outside of the g/2-ball

around v. We are unable to reason about the walk when it is outside this g/2-

ball, but fortunately we don’t have to; walking outside the g/2-ball doesn’t bring

the walk any closer to v. Thus in the remainder of the proof we will condition

on the walk never leaving the the g/2-ball around v; once we prove our prob-

ability bound in this worst-case situation, we can safely extend it to arbitrary

walks that leave and enter the g/2-ball around v at will.
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In light of all this, it suffices to show that for a random walk of g
12

steps that

begins at some vertex inside the g/2-ball around v that is fairly far from the g/d-

ball around v, the probability that this walk takes at least g
72(k−1)

steps towards v

is at most e−Ω(g). Once we show this, it will follow that in the remainder of our

original walk, which consists of at most g
2
(k − 1) steps, the probability that we

take at least g/12 steps towards v is at most 6(k − 1)e−Ω(g); simply break up this

walk into at most 6(k− 1) walks of at most g/12 steps and use the union bound.

So let us consider a g/12-step random walk that begins at some u inside the

g/2-ball around v, where u is at least g/12 + g/d away from v. What is the

probability that this walk takes at least g
72(k−1)

steps towards v? As in the proofs

of Lemmas 4.7.2 and 4.7.4, we observe that since the g/2-ball around v is a d-

regular tree rooted at v, each step inside this ball is decided by the flip of a coin

whose probability of heads is p = d−1
d

; heads means move away from v while

tails means move towards v. If the walk takes at least g
72(k−1)

steps towards v

then the number of coin flips that came up heads is at most

g

12

(
1

2
+

1

12(k − 1)

)
≤
(

7

12

)
g

12
.

By the Chernoff bound (Lemma 4.7.1), the probability of this event is e−Ω(g), as

desired.

4.7.2 Proof overflow

In this section we supply proofs for two technical results that were used in the

proof of Theorem 4.4.1: Lemma 4.4.3, and claim (v) in the proof of Theorem

4.4.2. We begin with the former.
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In Section 4.4 we stated Lemma 4.4.3 without proof and used it to prove The-

orem 4.4.2, from which our main result Theorem 4.4.1 followed (as discussed in

Section ??). Before proving the lemma, recall its statement: we have a d-regular

graph G on n vertices such that |λi(G)| ≤ η for i ≥ 2, say η = .05. We fix a

master tour of V (G), some integer k, and set ` = n/(32k). We claim that if w

is a uniformly sampled k-step random walk on G, then the probability that w

encounters a vertex whose index is in [w(1) : `]n is less than 1/4 (recall that w(1)

is the index of the first vertex encountered by w).

Proof of Lemma 4.4.3. Formalizing the claim, we would like to show that

Pr [∃t ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that w(t) ∈ [w(1) : `]n] <
1

4

Let us use the notation wj for a k-step random walk that is conditioned to begin

at some fixed index j, i.e. a walk such that wj(1) = j. Then, since w is a uni-

formly sampled k-step random walk, w is wj for a j that is chosen uniformly.

Therefore,

Pr [∃t ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that w(t) ∈ [w(1) : `]n] =

1

n

n∑
j=1

Pr [∃t ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that wj(t) ∈ [j : `]n]

and by the union bound we have

Pr [∃t ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that w(t) ∈ [w(1) : `]n] ≤ 1

n

n∑
j=1

k∑
t=1

Pr [wj(t) ∈ [j : `]n] .

Thus it suffices to show that
n∑
j=1

k∑
t=1

Pr [wj(t) ∈ [j : `]n] <
n

4
. (4.8)

To this end, we make a few definitions. Given j ∈ [n], let the vector uj be the

characteristic vector for the set [j : `]n and let ej be the jth standard basis vector.
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Let M be the transition matrix for the random walk, i.e. M = 1
d
A with A the

adjacency matrix of our graph G. Since we can write

Pr [wj(t) ∈ [j : `]n] = u>j M
tej

it follows that

n∑
j=1

k∑
t=1

Pr [wj(t) ∈ [j : `]n] =
n∑
j=1

u>j

(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
ej.

Using some matrix trace trickery,

n∑
j=1

u>j

(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
ej = tr

[
n∑
j=1

u>j

(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
ej

]

= tr

[(
k∑
t=1

M t

)(
n∑
j=1

eju
>
j

)]
.

For notational convenience let us define the matrix

N`,n =
n∑
j=1

eju
>
j .

By definition, N is a 0-1 matrix whose j, j′ entry is 1 if and only if j′ ∈ [j : `]n.

For example,

N2,6 =



0 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0 0


.

Employing our new shorthand, we have

n∑
j=1

k∑
t=1

Pr [wj(t) ∈ [j : `]n] = tr

[(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
N`,n

]
(4.9)
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so that, recalling (4.8), our aim becomes to prove that

tr

[(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
N`,n

]
<
n

4
. (4.10)

To this end, another definition. For s = 0, 1, . . . , n/`−1 we define vs to be the

characteristic vector of the set {s` + 1, s` + 2, . . . , (s + 2)`}. In words, v0,v1,v2,

etc. are, respectively, the characteristic vectors of the index sets 1 to 2`, ` + 1

to 3`, 2` + 1 to 3`, etc. We wraparound for s = n/` − 1, so that vn/`−1 is the

characteristic vector of the set {n−`+1, . . . , n}∪{1, . . . , `}. Observe that vsv>s is

a matrix consisting of a 2`× 2` block of ones (for s = n/`− 1 this block is broken

up into four `× ` blocks of ones at the corners).

Consider the sum of the vsv
>
s ; for example, if n = 6 and ` = 2 then

n/`−1∑
s=0

vsv
>
s =



2 2 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 1 1 1

1 1 2 2 1 1

1 1 2 2 1 1

1 1 1 1 2 2

1 1 1 1 2 2


though in general this matrix will also contain zeros. It is easy to see that every

entry of
∑

s vsv
>
s is greater than or equal to the corresponding entry of N`,n.
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Since
∑

s vsv
>
s , N`,n, and

∑
tM

t all have non-negative entries, it follows that

tr

[(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
N`,n

]
≤ tr

( k∑
t=1

M t

)n/`−1∑
s=0

vsv
>
s


=

k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

tr
[
M tvsv

>
s

]
=

k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

tr
[
v>s M

tvs
]

=
k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

v>s M
tvs.

Let us write vs = 2`
n
1 + v⊥s where 1 is the all-ones vector and v⊥s is orthogonal

to 1. Now we have

tr

[(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
N`,n

]
≤

k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

v>s M
tvs

=
k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

(
2`

n
1 + v⊥s

)>
M t

(
2`

n
1 + v⊥s

)

=
k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

(
2`

n

)2

1>M t1 +
k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

(
v⊥s
)>
M tv⊥s (4.11)

where the last line follows from the fact that 1 is an eigenvector of M and is

orthogonal to v⊥s .

Since 1 is indeed an eigenvector of M with eigenvalue 1, we have

k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

(
2`

n

)2

1>M t1 =
k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

(
2`

n

)2

n =
4`2

n
· n
`
k = 4`k =

n

8
(4.12)

since we’ve defined ` = n/(32k). As for the second summation, recall that if

λ2(M t) is the second-largest eigenvalue of Mt then Rayleigh’s inequality tells us

that (
v⊥s
)>
M tv⊥s

(v⊥s )> v⊥s
≤ λ2(M t)
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for every v orthogonal to 1 (since 1 is the eigenvector for the largest eigenvalue).

Recall that we have a bound of η on the non-principal eigenvalues of G, so the

second-largest eigenvalue of M t is bounded by ηt. It follows that

k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

(
v⊥s
)>
M tv⊥s ≤

k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

ηt
(
v⊥s
)>

v⊥s =

(
k∑
t=1

ηt

)n/`−1∑
s=0

(
v⊥s
)>

v⊥s

 .

Now,

(
v⊥s
)>

v⊥s =

(
vs −

2`

n
1

)>(
vs −

2`

n
1

)
= v>s vs−

2`

n
v>s 1+

(
2`

n

)2

1>1 = v>s vs = 2`

and so

k∑
t=1

n/`−1∑
s=0

(
v⊥s
)>
M tv⊥s ≤

(
k∑
t=1

ηt

)n/`−1∑
s=0

(
v⊥s
)>

v⊥s

 ≤ η

1− η

n/`−1∑
s=0

2` ≤ η

1− η
2n.

(4.13)

Putting inequalities (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) together, we have

tr

[(
k∑
t=1

M t

)
N`,n

]
≤
(

1

8
+

2η

1− η

)
n.

We assumed that η = .05, hence 2η(1− η)−1 < 1/8. This proves equation (4.10),

hence equation (4.8), and completes the proof.

The second technical result left to prove is a claim in the proof of Theorem

4.4.2 in Section 4.4 (specifically, the claim that the event (v) described in that

proof happens with probability at least 4/5). Let us rephrase this claim as a

lemma.

Lemma 4.7.7. LetG = (V,E) be a d-regular Ramanujan graph with |V | = n and girth

g ≥ 2
3

logd−1 n, and consider some U ⊆ V with |U | = n/(16g). Let w be a random walk

of k ≥ 139g/2 steps that begins from an arbitrary distribution on V . For sufficiently
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large d there exists n0 such that if n ≥ n0, then the probability that w encounters a

vertex in U in its last 64g steps is at least 4/5.

Proof. As before, let M be the transition matrix for the random walk on G and

let its eigenvalues be 1 = λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn. Since G is Ramanujan, we know

that |λi| ≤ 2
d

√
d− 1 for i ≥ 2. Let p be the distribution of the walk over V after

the first k − 64g ≥ 11g/2 steps. Finally, let D be a 0-1 diagonal matrix such that

Dii = 1 iff the ith vertex is not in U .

Recall that M tp is the distribution of step k − 64g + t of w. It follows that

||DM tp||1 is the probability that step k − 64g + t of w is not in U . We claim that

the probability of w avoiding U in its last 64g steps is at most 1/5. It is easy to

check this this is equivalent to

||(DM)64gp||1 ≤
1

5
. (4.14)

It is well known (e.g. Section 3.1 of [28]) that on a regular graph G such that

|λi(G)| ≤ η for i ≥ 2, if a random walk is begun from an arbitrary distribution

over V and we write p(s)
i for the probability that the sth vertex encountered by

the walk is i, then |p(s)
i − 1/n| ≤ ηs

√
n. Setting s = k− 64g ≥ 11g/2 and recalling

the Ramanujan condition (as well as the lower bound on g) gives

|pi − 1/n| ≤ ηs
√
n ≤ η11g/2

√
n ≤

(
2(d− 1)−1/2

) 11
3

logd−1 n√n ≤ n
1
2

+ 11
3 log(d−1)

− 11
6 .

If we take d sufficiently large then |pi − 1/n| ≤ n−5/4. Therefore if we write π

for the uniform distribution over V we find that p = π + δ with |δi| ≤ n−5/4 for

each i.

Returning to inequality (4.14), begin by writing ||(DM)64gp||1 ≤

||(DM)64gπ||1 + ||(DM)64gδ||1. It is easy to see that if u is a non-negative vector
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then ||DMu||1 ≤ ||u||1, and this implies

||(DM)64gδ||1 ≤ ||δ||1 ≤ n−1/4.

It remains to bound ||(DM)64gπ||1. Observe that this quantity is precisely the

probability that a uniformly sampled random walk of 64g steps is contained

entirely in V \ U . We can bound this probability using the following result,

which is Lemma 1 from [21]:

Lemma 4.7.8 (Goldreich et al. [21]). Let G = (V,E) be a regular graph such that

|λi(G)| ≤ 1/2 for i ≥ 2, fix some W ⊆ V , and set µ = |W |/|V |. If µ ≥ 1/2 then the

probability that a uniformly sampled k-step random walk is contained in W is at most

µk/2.

Applying this lemma to W = V \ U with k = 64g gives

||(DM)64gπ||1 ≤
(

1− 1

16g

)32g

≤ e−2.

Putting it all together, we have

||(DM)64gp||1 ≤ ||(DM)64gπ||1 + ||(DM)64gδ||1 ≤ e−2 + n−1/4.

When n is sufficiently large, the right-most side is less than 1/5, which estab-

lishes inequality (4.14) and completes the proof.
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